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3.

ABSTRACT

This study inwstigaIed the meanings Ghanaian Jllllior Secondary School Students give to

science concept-related words they encounter in science textbooks for Jllllior Secondary Schools.

The study also tried to detennine whether the location of the schoo~ g~der differences and the

natiw langnage of the students, have any influence on their understanding of science concept-related

words.

The studyinwlved 1028 students (455 females and 573 males) from 12 (6 urban and 6 rural)

out of 33 Jllllior Secondary Schools in Navrongo District in the Upper East Region of Ghana.

_ Two muI!iple cboice tests (A and B), each containing 25 science concept-related words, were,

used for the study.

The data were analysed using descriptive and inferential statistical methods.

The findings of the study included the following:

1. The urban sample performed better on the interpretation of science concept-related words

than the rural sample.

2. Gender diffCiences in the interpretation of science concept-related words existed between

the male and female students of the rural sample.

The absence or presence of concept words in the native language of the student, similar to

lICieoce concept words influence the understanding of, and the meaning they give to science

CIIIII1Cpt-<'eI words.

xii



The implications for science concept fonna1ion have been discllll8Cd and Il\lIIIIIIllrizd.

Among the recommenda1ions made to improve the students' W1derstanding of science

concept-related words were that, a study should be carried out to relate science worda to words in

the native language and the language environment of the rural Junior Secondary Schools should be

enriched with additional reading materials and other instruc1ional rnateriaIs. These would enhance

students' vocabu1aly, word associa1ion and comprehension of science text.
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CHAPTER 1

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Language is one of the various media through which every culture expresses its ideas or

concepIs about the natural environment These concepts or ideas are expressions concerning natural

phenomenon experienced or observed by the people of that culture. Also language is a vehicle for

!he e.qn .on of thoughts from which the concepts or ideas concerning the environment are formed

by the individual. This is aptly put by Sutton (1992), that language in science is for 'creating and,

communicating ideas', while in teaching it is for 'recreating ideas'. However these fimctions of

language can only be effective if common meanings are given to the words which describe the

science concepts or are concept labels, encountered in the classroom during the teaching and

learning process or read from science textbooks. This situation can be facilitated if the language of

instruction is the first language or native language of the learner (Mori el ai, 1974).

However, !tis is not the situation in Ghana. The native language (or vernacular) of the child

is used as a mediwn of instruction only in the first three years of basic education after which English

language becomes the only medium of instruction for the rest of the child's lcademic career. The

student is expected to think and speak in English in order to find meaning to the concepts and to

communicate this to others.

Since the English language has different cultural roots, with its different classificatory

system, from that of the native language of the Ghanaian child. the latter is confronted with a

situation where helshe has to give meaning to the science concepts or concept-related words from

his or her own language perspective, that is, he/she will have to interpret them in relation to his or

1



her hml!""ge system. This situation is furdter compOlmded by the fact that most of the science

COIICq11 words may not have one meaning. According to Sutton (1992) most science concept words

have both peripheral and core meanings with a few of them haWlg one precise meaning.

If equivalent words are not in the vocabulary of the native language of the child, then the

child wiD learn the new concepts by rote (Yakubu, 1976).

There has been a dramalic growth of interest in aspect of language related to the teaching and

learning of science and a number of studies have been conducted in the 70s and 80s (e.g. Evans,

1973; Collison, 1974; BcD, 1981; Ross and Sutton, 1982) on various topics in the Sciences, mostly

at the secondaIy and tertiary levels. However, no research works (known to the researcher) have

been canied out in Ghana to assess the role of language in science concept formation at the JuniOf

SecondaIy School level.

The present research investigated the meanings given to science concept-related words by

Junior SecondaIy School students.

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Science teaching in Ghana is done in a multilingual language environment which forms part

of the tri-eontextual milieu characteristic of the science classroom (Anamuah-Mensah and Akpan,

1992). The language in the classroom is characterized by the language of instruction, the language

oftbc science texIbooks and the language of the learner (Ggbu, 1992). The understanding of science

concepts wiD, in most part, depend on whether the language of instruction is the native language of

the kamer and on the proficiency and standard of the learner in the foreign language (Ogbu, 1992;

Barba, 1993) if the latter is the language of instruction. The words in the second language used
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cbiDg inslruc:lion and in the science texlB may have different cultural roots from those of the native

'""Il"¥' The Icamer win have to translate the words into hislher native language before he/she can

discern the meaning of the words (Anamuah-Mensah and Akpan, 1992).

This situation is further compoWlded by the fact that some of the words in the second

language are encountered in both everyday use of the language and in scientific language. The

IIIldtost""ling ofthe word will depend on the learner's ability to detect the context in which the word

is used (Sutton, 1992).

The ability of the learner to get the meaning from the context in which the word is used may

be p lie if the science text is based on the environment of the learner. However, content analysis

of the textbooks for basic education in Ghana revealed that texlB are abstract and not based on the

Ghanaian environment (Kraft, 1994).

A comparative study invoMng two Ghanaian languages (Twi and Ga) and English language

as media of instruction for concept formation revealed consistently that where English language was

the language of instruction, the experimental groups were not able to exercise their full conceptual

potential (C<JDison, 1974). This was attributed to poor development of the native languages in the

pupils which led to poor English language development. The native language is used in Ghana ortIy

for the first three years of the child's basic school period.

The sit",dj"" described above may further be deepened by the general enviromnent in which

lhe Ieamer spends most of hislher time. Studies have shown, for instance, that students who live in

an environment where chores, everyday household work, farm and school worl< are carried out

manually achieve less weD on high-order cognitive skills in science when compared with those

.tudenlI who live in predominantly automated environment (O~bukola and Jegede, 1990).

3



Okebukola and Jcgcdc (1990) also cited literature which showed that rural dwellers held on more

to magical and 81IpCI'SIilious beliefs than to empirical reasoning which in tum hindered learning of

science text.

Thus the urban and rural areas of Ghana may have an influence on the respcc1ive students

in these areas in their interpretation of science concept-related words.

Studies reported on language ability and gender differences are inconclusive. However,

some (e.g. Gleason, 1989) held the view that girls appear more fluent and automalic in performing

various linguislic la8ks while boys seem to be better in recogni1ive and expressive vocabulary.

Gage and Berliner (1984) reported that on measures ofverbal fluency, girls usually did better

than boys, but in verbal reasoning, verbal comprehension and vocabulary, consistent feminine

superiority does not usually hold. In another study Dwyer (1973) concluded that the kid of impact

society bas on reading ability, a crucial scholaslic behavior, may have an influence on gender

differences. It was found out that among fourth and sixth grade pupils, while American girls were

superior to American boys the reverse was bue in Germany.

The usc ofsecond language as a medium of insbuction and the nalive language of the learner

may influence the students' understanding of science concept-related words. This may hinder or

promote science concept acquisition. Other faclors such as the location of the school (urban or rural

environment), gender and level of education of the learner may also influence the learner's

understanding of science concept-related words which may affect science concept formalion or

acquisilion among Ghanaian Junior Secondary School students.
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1.3 PURPOSE OF mE STUDY

The study investigated the meanings Junior Secondary School students give to science

concept-related words found in their science textbooks and are in everyday use of the English

language. The study was also to find out the effect of factors such as gender, native language of the

studen~ and location of the school and the educational level of the student on the meanings the

students give to the science concept-related words.

Specific Research Questions

Specifically, the study addressed the following research questions:

I. What are the meanings Junior Secondary School students give to science concept-related

words they encoWlter in and out of science context?

2. Are there any significant differences in the meanings given to science concept-related words

in and out of science context by Junior Secondary School students from rural and urban areas?

3. Do male students differ significantly from female students in their interpretations of science

concept-related words in and out of science context?

4. Are there any significant differences in the meanings given to science concept-related words

in and out of science context by male and female Junior Secondary School students from rural and

urban areas respectively?

5



5. Do llludcnts in higher fonns have a better interpretation of science concept-related words in

and out ofscience context than students in lower fonns of Junior Secondary Schools?

6. Does the local or native language of the student have any influence on the interpretation

he/she gM.s to the words in and out of science context?

1.4 HYPOTIlESES

The study addressed the following hypothesis:

1. The interpretations given to science concept-related words in and out of science context by

sludents from rural Junior Secondary Schools are not significantly different from the interpretations

given by students from urban Junior Secondary Schools.

2 The interpretations given to science concept-related words in and out of science context by

female Junior Secondary School students are not significantly different from the interpretations

given by male students in Junior Secondary Schools.

3. The interpretations given to science concept-related words in and out of science context by

students in a higher form of a Junior Secondary School are not significantly different from the

interpretations given by students in a lower form of a Junior Secondary School.
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4. The itdeiptetations given to sciCllcc concept-re1ated words in and out of sciCllce context by

male studCRts from wi>an Junior Secondsly Schools are not significantly different from the

inleijlietations given by male s~ts from rural Junior Secondsly Schools.

5. The interpretations given to sciCllce concept-reWed words in and out of science context by

female students from urban Junior Secondsly Schools are not significantly different from the

interpretations given by females from rural Junior Secondsly Schools.

6. The interpretations given to science concept-related words in and out of science context by

female students from rural Junior Secondsly Schools are not significantly different from the

interpretations given by male students from the rural Junior Secondsly Schools.

7. The intetpretations given to science concept-related words in and out of science context by

female students from urban Junior Secondsly Schools are not significantly different from the

intetpretations given by male students from urban Junior Secondsly Schools.

1.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STIJDY

Studi.. have shown that proficiency in English language (Barba, 1993) and the use of

standard English (Ogbu, 1992) enhance the acquisition of science concepts. The same studies also

rewaled that multilinguallbilin students lag behind their monolingual peers in science concepts

acquiaiIion when the language of instruction is not the native language of the learner.

7



It has also been found out that Ghanaian children do not exercise their full conceptual

potential when English is used as the medium of instruction (Collison, 1994). Also the poor

perfmmance of Ghanaian students in subjects other than science is sometimes blamed on the poor

standard of English language among students (WAEC Chief Examiner's Reports, 1993, 1994).

However the fonnation of proper science concepts will depend on the understanding of science

concept-related words when they are used in and out of science language context

The study is likely to provide valuable infonnation on Ghanaian Junior Secondary School

Students' understanding of science concept-related words which they encounter in their science

textbooks and during instruction. The study would also provide infonnation on language problems

students face in learning science concepts through a second language and the influence of the native

language of the child on hislher comprehension of science concept-related words.

The findings would be of tremendous help to curriculum experts when they review or write

science textbooks for Junior Secondary Schools. They would be mindful of the language problems

the students face in understanding science concept-related words, so that the books produced will

be appropriate for the language level of the students. This would facilitate the students'

understanding of science concept-related words which would lead [0 proper science concept

fonnation.

Science inspectors would find the results of the study valuable. They would be guided by

the findings when they visit schools. They would be in the position to assist science teachers to

ensure that the language used by the science teacher is understood by the students. The evaluation

of the inPuts and the instructional strategies of the science teacher by inspectors based on the

findings would enable them to appropriately assist the science teachers in their teaching of science

8



conccpIs. 1bey would be able to adWe on the language level to be used by the teacher that would

promote plOper concept formation.

The findings would provide information on the extent to which the absence or presence of

eq uiv.IIent words in the native language of the learner to science concepts affects hislher

onderstanding of the latter. The science teacher would be guided to identifY such equivalent words

from the native language to explain the equivalent science concepts to be studied. This would

promote proper science concept foonation.

The tutors or science teacher educators of training colleges, diploma awarding institutions

and other tertiary science teacher education institutions would find the results of the study useful in

preparing presernce science teachers. During methodology classes, the students would be exposed

to the language problems f their future students.

1.5 DEFIMTION OF TERMS

Rural School: A schoollocaled in an area where majority of the adult population are predominantly

farmers, often television sets, library or newspapers are hardly available.

Urban School: A school located in an area where majority of the adult population have received

formal education, have library facilities, television sets and newspapers.

Cultura/lactlOn knowledge: Everyday knowledge of or experience the child uses to interpret the

world aroond himlher.

Science Concepts: Ordered information about properties of one or more things _ objects, events

or pro< s - that enables any particular thing or classes of things to be differentiated from and also

"'lated to, other things or classes of things, e.g. conservation, absorption, animal, etc.

9



Sci."". Concept-rela1£d wora.: Words used in Junior Secondary School science textbooks to

deIcribe or inIerpret ICienIific phenomena e.g. disperse, absorb, ele

10



CHAPTER 2

2.0 REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The s1udies re>iewed included research works carned out in the early 1970s to 1993. Works

based on the general role of language in science teaching were reviewed first foDowed by studies

on technical words in science and the studies on science words in everyday use and their influence

on students' understanding of science concept words. Some of the science words in everyday use

are either science concepts or concept·related words.

2.2 THE EFFECT OF THE NATIVE LANGUAGE OF THE LEARNER ON SCIENCE

CONCEPT FORMATION

Various definitions are given to language by various authorities or authors. Wilkinson

(1975) defined language as a system of symbols representing thought: while Alexander (1967)

defined it as fonnalized and traditionalized set of spoken. written or gesticulated symbols and signs

which setVe to express and communicato feelings and thoughts. Kozulin (1990) stated that 1anguage

serves a role of mental representation and communication of virtual situation'.

Thus, language is seen as a double system - a system of content or meaning and a system of

expression or signs. Every culture has its unique language through which the individual's

pen;cptions of Ihe world are expressed in relation to the organizing patterns of Ihe cultural language

as stated by Alexander (1967).

Language detemtines oul thinking and speakers of different languages may perceive the

MXId ciffercnlly based on the different patterns of Ihe languages in organizing the world. Solomon

11



(1992) reported that in the 19400, the linguists, Benjamin Whoa and Edward Sapir put forward a

hypothesis which asserted that what we believe about the world around us - even what we perceive

and experience - is actually dictated by the language that we have available to express it. Observers

are not led by the same evidence to the same picture of the universe unless their linguistic

backgrounds are the same.

The hypothesis was subjected to vigorous testing by socio-linguists and psychologists. They

found evidence of the statement in their works except that some perceptions held by the individual

could not be represented by words. Based on these pieces of evidence, Whoa (1956) fonnulated

that it was not so much that we could nol perceive states for which we did nol have a word but that

the words we have and use serve to direcl us iowards a particular point of view and way of thinking.

Language differences can therefore lead to learning problems in specialized areas such as

science education. 1bis is because the concepts used by one language to explain the environment

or the world may differ from those in another language. Therefore in science education certain

words needed to explain certain natural phenomena or to understand some sl:ience com:epts mayor

may not be available when a native la~ouage L<.; used as a medium of instrudion. For exarnpk. :1

study was conducted by Yakubu (1976) to identit)/ cLJui\aknl "(l\,:nt.:e (''ll\.'cpl words \\Ithm the

f...:.usaal language that an: net:JeJ 10 understJnd sut.:h I;oncepls as energy. ltmperatun:, time. speed

and (cll. The native language equivalent words for these word... were absent.

.c\mong the Kpelle of Lihcna. Gay and Cole (1967) found that the Kpelle (culture) language

had lew geometrical concepts and that though they measure time and volume, their culture lacked

measurements of weigh~ area, speed and temperature; hence the learning of these concepts may be

hampered.

12



Moo and Kitagawa (1974) carried out a research to veri1Y the fact that a child'sjudgement

of duration remains tmdifferentiated from that of distance and is closely related to the linguistic

factor. The study involved children from Thailand and Japan. In Japanese, temporal length and

spatial length are both expressed by the same word.

In Thai, each word is expressed by a different word. Kindergarten children (105) between

the ages of three and six years and elementary school children (106) between the ages of eight and

twelve years were involved in the case of Thailand, while 60 kindergarten children of ages between

five and six years and elementary school children (III) of ages between ten and eleven years were

involved in the case of Japan.

Three experiments based on the method of Piaget and Cohen (1976) were provided for the

studY. The experiments involved two moving bodies - two model electric locomotives.

In the first experiment the locomotives started at the same time but at different velocities

from the same starting line. They moved in the same direction on parallel lines. The faster

locomotive stopped after 7 seconds and it covered a distance of 3.85 m. The slower one stopped

after 9 seconds and it covered a distance of 1.7 m. The children were to determine which locomotive

moved a longer time.

In the second experimen~ the locomotives moved at different velocities from the same

starting line and were stopped simultaneously. The children were to determine which locomotive

travelled the longer distance.

In the third experimen~ one locomotive moved on a straight track speeding up after a ring

of a beD. It was then stopped after moving for the same duration as the ftrst instance. The

Ioc:omoliw moved diffetellt distances for the same duration before and after the ring of the bell. The

13



children were asked if the locomotive required more time before or after the ringing of the bell for

the distance covered.

The Thai kindergarten children showed less tendency to judge the length of time by the

length of distance than the Japanese kindergarten children.

The results showed that the effect oflanguage cannot be disregarded in the development of

spatio-temporal recognition and that a child's spatio-temporal recognition does not always depend

on the development of logical thinking. The culture in which he lives also conditions the way he

looks at the world.

In another study, Mori el al (1976) were to find out more on the role of language on

children's framing of concepts, especially speed, by comparing Japanese and Thai children. Two

experiments were used involving 63 Japanese children between the ages of four and five years and

29 Thai children between the ages of three and six years.

In the first experimen~ two cars were moved by hands, concealed from the subjects. at

different velocities. The frrst set out before the second car which was at a higher velocity. The fIrst

car reached the end shortly before the second car. lnunediately after the "'-sua! display, the subjects

were asked whether the two cars had run with equal speed or not.

In the second experirnen~ two iron balls were rolled down two slant slopes hidden from the

subjects except the grooves in which the balls moved. The slants were adjusted so that one ball

might move laster than the other along a longer groove when the balls were released simultaneously.

The slower ball rolled with the same speed.

The results showed that Thai children were able to discriminate between the words lemporal

precedence and the word speed. which conceivably led them to obtain a more advanced concept of

14



,.-Ilban the Japanese children at the same age. The Thai language accelerates the Thai children's

acquisition of the concept speed, while the Japanese language affects the Japanese children's

development of the concept Therefore the native language can facilitate or limit the child's

llllderstanding of science concept words or concept-related words.

Collison (1974) carried out a comparative study to explore bilingua1 problems with Ghanaian

children from a conceptual pe",pective. The study was to find out whether the native language of

the Ghanaian child or English language (a second language) was a better medium of instruction for

concept acquisition.

Two groups of Grade Six Twi and Ga speaking Ghanaian children were used in the study.

The children earned out two experiments on floatation to find out why some objects sink and othe",

do not sink. In one experiment the group were to use the native language as the medium of

communication in explaining their findings. In the other experimen~ they were to use English

language as the medium of communication.

The study revealed consistently that where English was the language of communication,

majority of the experimental subjects were not able to exercise their conceptual potential. The

native languages were more fruitful media for enhancing the language-thought interaction than

English. He concluded that the native language of the child is a factor and cannot be ignored in

science concept fonnation. He recommended a long period of instruction of pupils in their native

Janw'¥ at the basic education level for better conceptual development and development of thought

jrOCCSSCS for a better second language development. This is because a high linguistic and cognitive

development in the child can lead to transfer of linguistic skills to a second language.
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2.3 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH LEARNING SCIENCE THROUGH A

SECOND LANGUAGE

A number of studies have been canied oul to investigate the problems related to the learning

of science in a second language.

Sanders and Nhlapo (1993) canied out a study to develop a diagnostic lest which could be

used to provide both pupils and teachers with feedback on problems the pupils ntight have with

understanding the precise meanings of selected terms used in local ecology textbooks and to

deterntine the eX1ent or problems experienced by 10 year English first language and En~h second

language speakers in understanding those terms after instruction.

1lm:e categories of words which seern 10 pose difficulty were used, namely, technical terms,

non-teclmical terms and paradoxical terms. Technical terms refer to the specialized tenn of a subject

and non-technical words refer to words in everyday use of English language \\-"hich are not specific

to a subject. Paradoxical 'r1'ords are words with more than one meaning, one often being non

technical and the other technical.

The results of the study suggested that many pupils do not understand the precise meaning

of various terms used in the Ecology section of their textbooks and O,.t all the English second

language pupils have more severe problems. It was also alarnting 10 note that even some English

fIrst language scholars did nol understand the precise meanings of many everyday English words

used in their ecology lessons.

Solomon (1992) reported a number of cross-cultural education studies to test the ellecl of

language on children's understanding of science. One such research was conducted by Ross and

Sutton (1982J. The research was undertaken with secondary school students in England and in the
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Tiv-spcaking Rgion of N"1gCria. The research examined the effect of mother-tongue and school

language on the development of science concepts such as growth, hea~ energy and electricity. The

second method used was to coDect the word associations of Tiv-pupils and English pupils educated

in English and Tiv-pupils educated in Tiv. The results showed that most of the same associations

were present for aD the three groups of children but in different proportions. Both groups with Tiv

as their mother-tongue gave similar numbers of the different associations.

2.4 CONTEXT AND MEANING OF EVERYDAY WORDS IN SCIENCE CONTEXT

Many of the difficulties experienced by youngsters in the science classes arise from both the

technical terms or words and the non-technical terms or words used. The specialized vocabulary

or technical language characteristic of some science subjects may cause an interference with

learning.

The demands on students to communicate in the specialized language of the scientist may

hinder their participation in the teaching and learning process as they may be unable to express their

ideas in such a language (Bently and Watts, 1992). Everyday words or non-technical words or

familiar phrases in ordinary language are given different meanings in science. Although the words

are the ssrne, their context changes and thus their meaning. If a listener or reader is not aware of this

change in conte~ then it is to be expected that the words will be interpreted within the context of

ordinary language rather than within that of science language (Munby, 1976). Also some technical

words may be used in both technical and non-technical senses. The sense in which a term is

understood is therefore determined by the context in which it is used (Evans, 1973).
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A study was canied out by Veign el al (1989) to investigate the potential effect of the

inevitable use of 'science' and 'everyday' language by both pupils and teachers in instruction. A

sample of30 Poongn"'e students from Grades 5 10 9 (10 - 15 years old) was used for the study. The

focus of the experiment was to investigate how teache",' own perceptions may influence the

development ofpupis' ideas. The common facto", in teachers' and pupils' conceptua1ization of heat.

temperature and energy were identified. The results of the study re-emphasized the idea that it is

impossible to keep external everyday informal culture oul of the classroom.

A number of studies have been carned out on the effects of concept words in everyday use

in science concept formation. Lynch (1978) carned out a study 10 examine the ability of high schuol

pupils to recognize simple definitions of concepl words as<ocialed wilh Ihe theme, "nature of

matter". Sb::teen concept words were selected after examining general science textbooks of the last

decade. A multiple-choice test was administered to students using the concept words (describt:d as

simple definitions). Pupils had difficulty with some of such words e.g. description of volume was

associated With a set of other usages. for example. turning up the volum~ of radio. This IS J

reflection of the interference of evcl)-'day usage on the unJI.TstJnding ot L:(JOll.:pl words In sL:lcntiJi ....

sense.

A study conduckd trom 197-J !u 1976 hy fhe Sucnu: FJUl.J[llln ('enk:1 !Jhdlpptn,...,.

identified studt:nls' diftku1tic~ 'Aith nI111-lllIHlll;t! 1."\.,JI)uIJr~ \J:<d III It:Jlhmg uJ slll,:nl".t: .mJ

mathl"'malil''' at high 'ichlJol kl.d III {hI: PhilipPlJll's Si."h.:c'f] !inal Ic... t.... t:Jlh (11 ';;1) ill'ffi."i. wert

adminiskred to over 40.000 first and tourth .\-car student'i. Tbe finding.., showed an enonnous gap

between tht: desired level and the actuaIlevei of comprehension.
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Bel (1981) investigated the meaning children give to the term 'Animal'. The study involved

39 studenlB of ages between 10 and 25 ye.... She used lUI11les of animals and objects and

interviewed the students to find out the classification the children used. 1birty-five (35) of the

students could not classifY all the animal instances correctly. The conclusion drawn was that there

appeared to be a common and a scientific meaning of the word 'animal' and the common meaning

appealed to refer to the resbicted 4-legged terrestrial animals. The difficulty of the science students

may not necessarily lie with the complexity of the science meaning of the word 'animal' but with the

confusion between its common and scientific meaning.

The non-equivalence between concept words used in textbooks and native language of the

student can further hinder proper science concept formation in students. An ethnographic study was

conducted by Tull (1991) with the goal of examining the botanical knowledge of sixth grade

students.

The language, meaning, classification and interpretation of botanical concepts presented to

students were compared with those found in elementary textbooks series.

The results showed that many of the science terms in the elementary science textbooks were

ei1her not used or were poorly understood by the students. The students did use folk botanical teIIDS

and categories that adult laymen would use. The students' explanation for abstract botanical

phenomena were poor and somewhat idiosyncratic, based partly on folk cultural knowledge.

The understanding of concept-related words which would otherwise help students to

undc:rsland or fOlJl1 the equivalent concept often times eludes them. They are not able to discern the

contextual meaning of the word and they often get confused between the science meaning and its

meaning in everyday use.
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Boyes and Stanistreet (1990) carried out a study to find out how the understanding of the

words law and conservation help students to understand the law of conservation of energy. A

questionnaire was used to collect data, to investigate possible confusion due to the use of vocabulary

and to inves1igate changes in understanding of the pupils in terms of age. 1130 pupils were involved

in the study. A relatively low percentage of the pupils in the II or 12 year old group identified an

acceptable meaning of the law of conservation of energy and one-third of 15 or 16 year olds were

certain of the response; the highest percentage of all age groups related the idea that the law of

conservation of energy is a statutory requirement to preserve the natural envirorunent. TIlls

highlights the likely source of misconception which lies in the interchangeability of vocabulary

between scientific and everyday domains which pupils experience. The erroneous interchageability

oftenninology by the pupils is probably caused by the inability 10 distinguish belween the life world

outllide Ire schoo~ and the 'symbolics' of science leaching. The multiple meanings of science words

in everyday use have prompted Pella (1976). with ob,ious frustration, to ",lit< thai '... the vocabulary

in Science Education has been prostituted to the point \-vhere anyone word regardless of context,

represents as many concepts as people who use it'. In the same vein Jackson (1983) called for an

urgent national need to improve upon instruction in science and mathematics at aU levels of

education in America by basing it on cultural literacy. Very little work has been done in Ghana 10

CWM: c"Ulturalliteracy as basis for instruction and there is a need for it. This culturallit<racy should

possess the basic information needed to thWe in the modem world and must be commonly shared

throughout the society.
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2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The literature reviewed emphasized the important role of language in science concept

fonnalim.~ through communication, not only embodies the infonnation that is transmitted

10 the student but furnishes him with the organizing patterns that pennit him to remember the

experiences, and the conceptual substance from which he can build new creations of thought, and

the signals with which he can then direct himself However, language can only facilitate the process

of concept formation if only the language of instruction is the same as the native language of the

learner. But where the native language is differenl from the language of instruction, a nwnber of

difli:u1ties may be encountered during the learning process. Where equivalent words to the science

concepts to be learnt exist in the language of the leamer. the understanding of such concepts will be

possible but where there are non-equivalent words to the concepts, the understanding of such

concepts is likely to be hindered.

The role of everyday words and technical words found in everyday usage was evaluated.

They seem to have dual meanings and their specific meanings can only be ascertained within the

context in which they are used. Therefore failure to notice the context in which the word is used will

lead to misinterpretation of the word. The literature indicated that students' understanding of the

ewryday words was not congruent with the scientific meaning when the words were used in science

context (MunbY, 1976; Lynch, 1978).

None of the research works which investigated the effect of second language on the

understanding of science concepl words by students considered the effects of factors such as the

urban or rural setting of the schools from which the samples were taken, gender differences, elc.,

on the interpretations of the science concept words by the students.
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The i* • ....dy, apart from investigating the meanings Ghanaian Junior Secondary School

studcnIB~ 10 some concept-related words, also investigated whether significant difference exists

in the meanings of concept-related words between students from urban Junior Secondary Schools

and students from rural Junior Secondary Schools from within the same cultural background. Ibe

study also investigated whether the meanings studc"llts give to science concepl words are gender

related.

The implications of the interpretation by students of the concept-related wurds for science

teaching in Junior Secondary Schools were considered in the study.
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ClHPTER3

3.0 METHODOLOGY

3.1 POPFLAnON A1'10 SAMPLE

The population "'J~ all the Juniol S...'~('n,Jary S...:hll\l] -.;lulknt:- in the Uppl:f Easl R.:gion.

fim, I".onslramfs and IdgJ.;li ... prohlems, m11Ul:m;l;.·d the: limitation of the study' to Junior Secondary

Thorc arc thirty-three Jurnor Secondary Schools (ISS) in the Na'<Tongo District and all are

rm'"d schools with a highor population of males than females. The students were between the ages

ofdeven to nineteen years. The IS S One students w<re between the ages of II years and 13 years

with. mean age of 12 years (standard deviation ~ 1.9).

The ISS Two students were between the ages of 12 years and 16 years with a mean age of

14 years (slandard de\iation ~ 1.6). The ISS Three students were between the ages of 13 years and

19 years with a mean age of 15.5 years (standard de\ialion ~ 1.6).

The population is heterogeneous in temu; of the native language spoken in the District.

Three principal native languages are spoken namely: Nankarti, h.1ssem and Buli. However, Kassem

is the predominanl native language and il is the official native language used if, the schools.

Majority of the students come from the rural areas whore agricultural acti\ities are the

predominant occupation of tht: people. ~Jost parents of the students from the urban centre are in

governmenl employment while the resl are engaged in small scale businesses. The urban population

has ahig/ler literac)' rale than the rural population since 39% of 53.2% of the Ghanaian adulllit<rale

population live in the urban areas (World Bank Report, 1993). Lilorac)' rale h<re refers to the
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number ofpccplc who have formal education and who have attained a level of literacy in the English

language.

3.2 SAMPLE

The thirty-three Junior Secondary Schools were classified as either rural or urban based on

the fonowing criteria:

i) 'learne.. of the school to a library:

ii) .\vaililbility of telew.ion sets within the locality in which the school is situated;

iii) The predominant occupation of the adult population of the area in which the school is located

(e.g predominantly fanning ~ommunity was dassulcJ as rural and s~hools near to J library. and

located in areas when: then: was easy access to h:lc\'ision sets \Veft' classified as urban).

- Stratified random sampling \\las us\;,d to sdt:d lhe schools for the study. Six Junior

Secondaf)' Schools, from each duskr of schools (rural and urban). were randomly seleded by

lottel)' method with replacement. A,a tolal uf l'I\,\;:)"\e Junior SecondaI)' Schaab \vere used for the

study. Whole classes were used for the study. Though this might have introduced threats to internal

validity of the study it was to ensure that classes were not unduly disturbed it sampling of students

was to be random. "'here there was more than one cL:tss in the form, one of the classes was

randomly selected for the study by simple balloting. This was to eliminale researcher's bias in

selecting the sample class.

The sample size was 1028 students: 409 students samples from six rural schools and 619

sIUdc:nls from six urban schools. Further break down of the sample is shown in the table on the next

page.
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TABLE 1

The Sample And Its Characteristics

Characteristics Urban Schools Rural Schools Total

Total No ofStudents 619 409 1.028

No_ ofMaletl 326 247 573

No (,fFemaleti 293 162 455

No. ofStudents in Form I 222 181 403

No, ofStudenb Ul Fonn 2 215 117 332

N~' ufStudents in Form 3 182 III 293

3.3 DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Ex post facto design was used in the study. Though Ex post facto design has certain

weaknesses as a research tool which include lack of control of the variables and lack of

randomization, it was found appropriate for the study. This was because the researcher had no

control over the independent variables of the study, which included gender, the background of the

students, including their native language and the locations of the schools being attended The

d~dent variable was the interpretation the students give to science concept-related words found

in the Junior Secondary School science textbooks.

3,4 INSTRUMENTAnON

Two multiple-choice tests (A and B), (see Appendix I and 2), invohing twenty-five science

ccocepl..-elated words were administered in the study. The words used in the study are found across

the science textbooks for the three forms of the Junior Secondary School. The words were also
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encountered bv the students in primary five and six; they also occur in daily usage of English

language. and in newspapers. radio and television broadcasts.

In both tests, the student was to select the word underlined in the test item and to indicate

the correct option by means of a tick in the box against the corresponding letter to the option

selected. For example;

Comen'e can mean

0 A Save

DB Use quickly

OC Purify

OD Destroy

In test A, the students were expected to give the mt:aning of the words as they have come to

wtderstand them without putting them in any context while in test B they were expected to give the

meaning of the words in the scientific context in which they have been used.

The instrument (words in science) obtained by the kind permission of l\lr. Peler Towse of

the Centre for Studies in Science and \1athematics Education, Univen;ity of Leeds, was adapted for

the study. Very few changes were made on the original instrument. Such changes included

replacing names unfamiliar 10 the Ghanaian child and names of months to suit the rainfall pattern

of Ghana.

The content validity of the instrument was detennined by three senioT scien..::e educators in

the Univen;ity of Cape Coast and they found the instrument appropriate for application in Ghana.

They individually confinned that words used are among the words in common usage in the science

textbooks used at the three levds of Junior Secondary School.
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3.5 PROCEDURE )

The lests were administered by the researcher six weeks after the schools had re-opened for

the first lenn of the 1994/95 academic year by which time the school progranune was in progress.

This was favourable for the administration of the tests as the students, especially those in Junior

Secondary School Fonn One, had covered most of the words in the classroom.

Written pennission was sought from the District office. Copies of the letters are enclosed

as appendices 3 and 4.

Two Wits were made 10 the selected schools. The firsl visit was used to familiarize with the

school. The second visil made to the schools was used by the researcher to establish rapport with

the sul!iects of the study to facilitate the administration of the tests. The tests were also administered

on the second \lisit.

The modalities involved in the tests were explained to the students and questions raised by

the students appropriately answered. They were infoffiled that the results of the tests would have

no effect on their class mark. This was to creale a rda.xed Jlmospht:re and to forestall any

malpractices that could have invalidated the results.

The tests were administered by the researcher and the scripts l:oUected immediatdy the

stwkn~ completed the tests. Each student was given sufficient tllnl': to complete the:: instrument and

the scripts were coUecled only when the student indicated he/she had completed the tesl.

TC8I A was administered first foUowed inunediately by test B after the fonner was coUected.

11tis was to prevent any extraneous factors from influencing the responses to the sCl:ond text if time

was aUowed between the tests.
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Also the tests were ad'ininislered 10 the forms dwmg class hours 10 eliminale possible

conIaCls between the students of different forms. Since contacts could lead to discussions on the test

items among students which could invalidate the results of consequent administration of the tests

in the same school. The equivalent words in the native language of the students to some of the

words used in the tests were obtained from the Ghanaian language teachers in the schools \-isited.

3.6 PILOT STUDY

A pilot study was carried out with a group of students not involved in the actual study but

of similar characteristics to the sample used in the study. This was to determine the reliability of

the instrument. It was also to find out whether the instrumenl was suitable for lhe sample used for

the study.

The Kuder-Richardson formula 2 I (Gronlund, 1971; Slavin, 1984) was used to establish the

internal consistency of the instrument. The reliability coefficient wa;; found to be 0.75.

The respondents did not encounter Jny probltrns in responding to the items in the tests. No

other changes were made on the instruml,.llt apart from lhose mentioned under section 3.4.

3.7 DATA ANALYSIS,

Both descriptive and inferential statislical analysis were used on lhe <ilta collecled in the

study

A point was awarded to a correct response. An individual's total SCOft:S in both tests were

recorded separately. The mean scores of each form., and the gendcT groups were calculaled...\Iso
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Ih: __ oflh: tolaI """"'" ollbe _ ofochooll (urhan ""d rural ",hooLo) were calcuLatc:d. Inc

__ wen: UIOd for further otaIiatic.al ana/y'Ju.

The prcrccntage sc.ort on each tc8t item \\a." Jc;rcnnincd and du.'1 W"'OJ u."Jcd to lind uul wrul.h

\\lfJrd(., poud difficultia to IItudcntA when Wk:'d m .md out of !k:ICnl.C Lmgua.gc ,",onlc-xl.

The~'Y dimibution of tIk: &core"" lor ca....h lest WiI& pr~nlcd '*'" LJblc~ .mJ hllllugrarrUl

Thc:x Ilra'C' \.cd to com:parc the gcnenJ per1'ormanu: I)J the "ruJcn(,<s pn rhe ha.'1L'\ of gender, .and (he

Iocabon 01 the ",hool (urban and rural)

A,"O":\ andior t·lc1r wac Wk:d lO IC'd lor .ll1\ '>lgrufiLanl ,IiJkrcn\".\.:lJ hc{\"l.:cn the: mi,;..lI1

!K:CJn:I of lhc !M:bi uf !k,;huohi, and !.he mean "",,ore'! ,,1 !l:nwk .mJ r,uk ,luJcnl.&, m IJrJcr 10 !c,~l (h~

~ti\'C hyporhc!Jc1l ltaled m \Cdion I" Ibc level l,f "lg.ndi\"~lIl1..C l1'Kd III !I,;'lhng (he 'llgJUh,.,.Jl1I

di:!lC'r~ between (he mca!U W'l.'I I) ()<'
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

4.0 INTRODUCTION

In lIDs chapter the results and interpretation of the analysis conducted to answer the research

questions and to test the hypotheses are presented.

4.\ Preliminary Analysis of Data in Tests A and B

The reliahility coefficienl calculated using Kuder-Richardson formula 21was found to be

0.75.

The frequency distribution of students' score"> on tesl~ A and B are presented in Appendkcs

6. 8. 9 and Figure I.

The performance of the students in both lests was very poor. Only 10.80
0 and 14.7% of the

total number of students (1028) obtained scores of 12 plus. out 01'25 in lesls .\ and B respectively

The range ofscoTes for each test was: Test A: a ~ 20: Test B" I - .=!3. lnc poor pl:rfonnam:l: i..:uuJd

be due to poor standard of Englisb lanb'Uage among students. The multilingU41lcaming environmenl

of the Ghanaian child (Anamuah-Men'3h and Akpan 1(92) and Ihe unt.miliar conlent of the

textbooks used in Ghana (Kratt 1(94) may affect the expeeled level of profiCIency in Engli.sh

needed by the students to undersland the words.

The male students seemed to haVt: pertonned better in the h:sl~ than their kmalc

counterparts. 12.7% and 16.1% of the males (573) obtained scores 12 plu.s m lests A and U

respectively, while 8.4% and 12.9% of the females (455) obtained similar scures m tests A and U
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rcopcclM:ly.~ boch go. groups seemed to have performed better in Ic8I B than in Ic8I

A (see Apr .tjx 8).

The implO.emwI oflbc _llCORS in _ B~ those of_ A may be due to the context

boiled -.... ofIc8I B which made lbc mcaningll of the words clearer. This agrees wilh lbc findings

of Sullon (1992) that lhe cootext in which a word is used enriches lhe word meaning. This is

because the context restricts lhe meaning of the word since a word may have several meanings

(Vygolsky. 1986).

The performance of the overall sample on the word items was generaDy poor. The

paw' ocon:s fur fuurteen word items were below an overall average percentage~cy !ICOl'C6

of 29.9% in _ A In _ B, lbc percentage scores of thirteen word items were below an overall

average percentage frequency!lCOl'C of 31.6% (see Appendix 7). The result indicates that students

have poor lmdemanding of science concept-related words and hence poor interpretation of the

science concept-related words when used in and out of science context.

Some of the words were fOlmd difficult by the students. The percentage scores on items

iowMng these words were below the average percentage frequency of students' scores (29.9% and

31.6% for _ A and B respectively). The words and their co"espunding percentage frequencies

of sn",",,"' scores _ given in Table 2.

The poesibIe causes may be poor vocabulary or poor word association """"'8 the stwIenIB

widt reprd to _ A and coupled wilh lbc inability of lbc stwIenIB to get the contextual meaning of

lbc words when used in IlCience language context as in _ B.

Other words wilh percentage frequencies above lbc overaU average percentage frequency

of.' .' ....... (29.9%) in _ A registered lower values in Ic8I B in which the studenla recorded



an overall percentage frequency of 31.6% (see Appendix 7).

TABLE 2

Percentage Frequency Of Students' Scores On Some Of The Words Tested.

Word Tested % Frequency
,

TestA Tert B ,

26.3 !
Estimate 208

249 2S.5Convert

Rate 20,3 281

Surround 26.5 24

Dehydrate 19A 24.2

Proportion 192 26.8

Effect 166 25.8

These words include:

Prepare : 51.9%, in test A and 29.9~"o in test B;

Device : 34.8% in test A and 22.3~'O in test B:

Independent : 58.0.0 in lest A and 27.7°0 in test B.

This inconsistency may be due to the inability of the students to get t' c meaning of the words

in science language context. This supports the findings that the inability to detect the context in

which the word is used may lead to poor understanding of the word (Evans, 1973; Munby, 1976;

Lynch, 1978; Boyes and Stanislree~ 1990). Thus the students might have interpreted the words

based on their everyday usage.

There were few words in which the students obtained scores above the average percentage

frequency scores in both tests (see Appendix 7). these words include conserve, system, source,

displace, separate and average. These words may be frequently encountered by the student in both
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everyday use of English langtlllj!e and in scientific texts.

The sub-sample from the urban area seemed to have perfonned better than their rural

counrerparts(see Appendix 10). More than 30% of the urban sub-sample (619) responded correctly

to II and 4 items in tests A and B respectively. whereas a similar proportion of the rural sub-sample

(409) responded correctly to 9 and 12 items in tests A and B respectively (see Tables 3 and 4;

Figures 2 and 3). However both groups seemed to perfonn better in test B than in test A (see

Figures 2 and 3, and Appendix 10). The general trend (for the overall sample and the sub-samples)

was an increase in the number of correct responses to corresponding items in test B. However this

trend was inconsistent as some students obtained high scores on some items in test A and registered

low scores on corresponding items in test B (e.g. items 3, 11, 12,20 and 24; see Appendi, 3 for

words).

Below are some examples of the interpret..ltions students gave to some of the words in test

B.

TABLE 5

Interpretations By Studenls To Some Of The Words llsed In Science Context. (Test B)

Word rested Non-Science Meaning or the Word

Disperse Burst

Displace ... the stone gets bigger as it is lowered into the water in the beaker,

.. , the stone reacts with the water.

Conserve ... to make the water pure for drinking; .. ' to keep it and not to use it.

Dehydrate .. , the child has a righl amount afwater in the body.

Absorb .. , the soil mixes with the water;

... the soil does not mix with the water.
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TABLEJ

Frequency Distribution OfStudents' Correct Responses To Test Items OfTests A and B

(Urban JSS)

TESTA TESTB

ITST ITI!M ><0. OF STUDENTS % FREQUENCY TI:ST ITI!M NO OF snmENTS % FREQUENCY

I 207 33.4 I 213 3~4

2 169 27.3 2 277 44,7

3 251 40.5 3 215 84.7

4 241 38Q 4 232 3'5

5 148 32 5 207 334

6 103 166 6 167 "-,
,

251 405 , 258 41 7

8 130 21 S 163 263

9 153 247 9 173 279

10 119 1q :2 10 IS4 297

II 216 3,~ 9 II 201 '\28

12 347 561 12 197 318

13 305 49.3 13 2~O 355

14 180 291 14 135 218

15 125 20 ::; I' 154 2o.l,9

16 160 25 16 248 ·10,1

I' 128 207 P 178 288

J8 221 357 18 250 404

19 137 22-1 19 251 405

20 229 3' 20 143 23[

21 136 22 21 236 381

22 108 174 22 230 )72

23 380 614 23 171 276

24 18 19.2 24 177 28.6
25 124 20 25- ---~ - 119 192

- --------__ L--.. ________
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TABLE 4

Frequency Distribution OfStudents' Responses To Test Items OfTests A And B (Rural 1SS)

TESTA TESTB

11!ST"""
NO. OF snJDENTS '"' FREQUENCY 11!STrm4 NO OP STIJDl'NTS % FREQUENCY

I 98 24 1 108 26.4

2 97 23.7 2 155 37.9

3 171 41.8 3 124 30.3

4 131 32 4 136 33.3

5 112 274 5 131 32

6 68 16.6 6 98 24

7 160 39.1 7 161 39.4

8 84 205 8 107 26.2

9 103 252 9 120 29.3

10 90 22 10 105 25. 7

II 156 381 II 132 323

12 187 45.3 12 110 26.9

13 180 44 13 146 35.7

14 92 22.5 14 112 274

15 74 181 15 95 23.2

16 96 23.5 16 134 32.8

17 69 169 17 98 24

18 132 323 18 149 364

19 85 20.8 19 183 447
20 129 31.5 20 86 21
21 94 23 21 166 406
22 78 19.1 22 150 36.7
23 216 52.8 23 114 27.9
24 106 25.9 34 101 24.7
25 81 19.8 25 100 244
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The generaDy poor vocabu1aIy :u;d comprehension of the students may account for some of these

inleqm:tations given to some of the words, e.g. dehydrate.

The results of the rural sub-sample (247 male and 162 female students) are represented in

Appendices 10, 11 and 12. GeneraDy the students seemed to perform bener in test B than in test A.

9.3% of the students obtained scores between 12 and 20 out of25 in test Awhile 10.02% of the

students obtained scores between the same range in test B.

The results of the female and male students in tests A and B are presented as histograms

(Appendix 13), 18.0% of the male students (247) obtained scores between 10 and 18 out of25 in

test A while 29.6% of the females obtained similar scores out of25.

The mean scores for the male students were 7.69 and 8.07 in lests A and B respectively while

the mean scores for Ibe female students were 6.05 and 6.90 for tests A and B respectively. However.

the standard deviations for the female scores were less than those of their male counterparts. The

standard deviations for the test scores of the females were 2A8 and 2.64 for test A and B

respectively; that for the males, were 3.36 and 3.78 for lests A and B respectively. Therefore the

dispersion of the scores from the mean scores was less for the females than for the males.

The results of the urban sub-sample are represented in Appendices 12, 14 and 15. About

23% of the sub-sample (619) obtained scores grealer than 10 oul of 25 in test B while 17.3%

obtained similar scores out of 25 in test A. Thus the urban sub-sample seemed to have performed

bener in lest B than in test A.

The results of the male (326) and female (293) students are presented as histograms

(Appendices 16 and 17). The male students seemed to have performed bener than the female

slUlIenIBin lest A (Appendix 16). 27.7% of the males (326) obtained scores between 10 and 19 out

39
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of 25 while 22.4% of the female students (293) obt.1ined scores between 10 and 18 out of 25 (see

Appendix 14). The mean scores for the gender groups were 8.02 for the males and 7.55 for the

females.

The female students seemed to have performed better in test B than the male students. The

fmmer obtained a mean score of 8.29 while the latter obtained a mean score of 7.99. Also 28.8°0

of the females obtained scores between 10 and 21 while 26.30
0 of the males obt.1ined scores between

10 and 23.

The sundard de\iations for the females were 3.60 and 3.37 for tests .-\ and B respectively.

and those for the males were 3.69 and 3.70 for tests .-\ and B respectively. Therefore Ihe dispersion

of the scores from the mean scores was less for the ftmales than the males.

4.2.0 Testing ofHj'potheses

The factors involved in this study are gender. location of sr.:hool (urban or rural) and the

forms or educational levels of the students..\:2.,:2.'\ 3 :\NOY.-\ was lli>ed to CaIT}o out analysis on

the data coUeeted in the study for tests :\ and B to test the hypotheses stateJ in section l..f.

The analysis yielded significant main effects on all independent ,'arianles (Gender.

school/location and fonn) \\ith kst A and on h\o indt:pendenl variables (school IOl.:ation and form)

\vith test B (see Table 6). Also there were significant effcds from aU two-\\'ay interactions beffi'ecn

the variables in tests A and B except in test A where th~re was no significant dft:"d from the

interaction benveen gender and form. The n:sults of the interaction among the independent variables

and the results of the pain-vise comparison analysis using least significant difference. were used to

test hypotheses IV. V. VI and VII on the various categories oflhe overall sample.
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4.2.1 Hypothesis 1

The int"'l""tations given to science concept-related words in and out of science context by

students from rural Junior Secondary Schools are not significantly different from the interpretations

given by siudents from urban Junior Secondary Schools.

The results on x 2 x 3 ANOVA (Table 6) showed significant differences (test A:[F(I.I027)

~ 15.09, p<0.U5; test B:[F(I, 1027) = 4.8, p<0.05) between the total mean scores of students from

Junior Secondary Schools in rural and urban areas. The students from Junior Secondary Schools

in urban areas did better in both tests (A: mean = 7.80, B: mean = 8.14) than their countelparls in

rural areas (A: mean = 7.04, B: mean = 7.61) (see Table 7). Therefore students from Junior

Secondary Schools in urban areas have better understanding of science concept-related words when

used out of and in science contex1 than those from rural areas. The urban areas may have a better

or richer language environment than the rural areas. The factors such as exposure to mass media,

e.g. newsprin~ television and radio broadcasts, library facility, literate parents and educated homes,

avenues for social interaction with peers and adults (Lizdzey e( "I, 1975; Allen e( ai, 1986) more

prevalent in the urban areas, may contribute to the Wlderstanding of the words. These factors are

limited or absent in the rural areas.
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TABLE 6

SlD'I1II13J')' of the 2 x 2 x 3 ANOVA on the scores of the o'\'erall sample's interpretation of scienct:

concept-related words in and out of science context (tests A and B respectively)

Test A

Source SS df ms f

Main Effects

Gender 199.28 1 199.28 21.51'

Schoo11ocation 13982 1 139.82 15.09'

Fonn 367.25 2 187.63 19.82'

2-way Interaction

Gender x School 80.91 1 80.91 8.73'

Gender x Fann 20.68 2 10.34 1.116 (ns)

Fann x School 84.51 > 42.25 4.56'

3-way Interaction

Gender x School '\ Fonn 3.77 2 188 0.2 (ns)

Error 9.H266 1.016 9.26 -
Total 10.334.98 1.027 10.06 -

p<O.OS
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Table 6 (continued)

TestB

Source SS df ms f

Main EfTects

Gender 12.14 I 12.14 1.050 (ns)

SchooVlocation 55.48 I 55A8 4.8"

Form 782.37 2 391.19 33.82"

2-way Interaction

Gender x School 130.37 I 130.37 11.27"

Gender x Form 84.96 2 42.48 3.67"

School x Form 108.41 2 54.28 4.69"

3-wa)' Interaction

Gender x School x Form 24.48 0 12.24 1.058 (ns)

Error 11,750.22 1.016 11.57 -

Total 12.96438 1.027 12.62 -

p<O.05
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TABLE 7

Slaldard~ of T... S<ora of calcg<lric< of Studcnrs on Inletprebbons ofMc...

S.."""" C"""cpt-relalcd Words Out of and In SCI,,"« Conlext

I n:ST .\ TEST B
f---

SD \lean SD~ __ ~:'loaorin N \I••n
-

I OHran Sample
-----_.-

.1 ..16l'r!wl Sub-oamplc: 619 7.8 .116 8 14
--- --

341Rur.>I Su!>-wnpl< 40') 708 1 14 761
-- _ .._----- ----- --.-- -- - -_.-- --_.-_._- -- -_.-

2_ Cmd~r
r-1--------

\f.Jk Studcn13 573 7 !U .1 21 8.03 .17I

h:nl.1I<SlUdcn13 455 701 3.03 7.78 3.:!.2

Fonn I 403 68' ~, l)5 721 2,76

Form ~ 33:! 748 ~, 9-t 7.58 U8

Fonn 3 293 U _~ -tt) 9 _11 426--- .- - - - -- -- - -- _____.L..._

4.1.2 lIypotb..b II

11K interpretations givrn tl\ !'k.:irn..:c: con..:c:pt-n:lah:d \\urds in Jl,j oul of S4.:icnl.:t: ..:onkx1 b}

h:ma1e Junior Secondary S.:hool sfuOt:nts an: nol slgnifi..:antJy ditl~.·n:nt frum the intc:rpn:t.ations

gi\'<:n b)' maIc olUdm13 in Junior Sewndary Schook

Thcrew.. sjgnilkanl difference (tesIA: F(l,llI27) 2151. pO.05) hetv.t<n the 10l.1l mean

ICORI of the fCuWt' st\Jd.:nls and the maJc studcnb in h:st :\ but there was no signifi..:anl difference

(... B: Fl1, 1027) c lOS, p 0.05) hetwe,," the 10l.1l mean ",or"" of the g<:ndcr groups on lesl B (st<

..... 6~ The maIc IIllld<nl!l did hell.. in tesl A (mean - 7.84) than Ihe femal< slUd<:nls (mean 7.01)

l'
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(see Table 7). This suggests tIldt the male students seem to have a better undenltanding ofscience

concept-related words out of science context than female students. Thus the undenltanding of

science concept-related words out of science contex~ may be gender related. The findings are in

conformity with the research findings reported by Gleason (1989) that boys seem to be better in

recognitM: and expressive vocabu1ary than girls. The students need to have a good word association

or good vocabulary to be able to respond correctly to the items in test A.

The gender groups have comparable comprehension of science concept-related words when

used in science context since there was no significant difference between their mean scores in test

B in which the words were used in science context. Though the total mean score of the male

students (mean ~ 8.03) was slightly higher than thai of the female students (mean ~ 7.78), the

statistical test indicates that any difference between the means was by chance. Males and fcrnaks

may have comparative competence in other linguistic tasks rather than on n:cognitive and expressive

vocabulary.

4.2.3 Hypothesis III

The interpretations given to science concept-related words in and out of science context by

students in a higher form of a Junior Secondary School are not significantly different from the

interpretations given by students in a lower form of a Junior Secondary School.

The analysis of the data obtained for the different forms (educational levels) showed

significant differences (test A: F[I,I027) ~ 19.82, p<0.05; test B: F[I, 1027) ~ 33.82, p<0.05) among

the mean scores (see Table 6).
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Students of the higher (mms perfonn belter than those in the lower folTDS (test A: FI mean

~ 6.85. F2: mean ~ 7.48. F3 mean ~ 8.40; test B: FI mean ~ 7.21, F2 mean ~ 7.58, F3 mean ~ 9.31

(see Table 7). There was a progressive increase in the mean scores from the lower folTDS to the

higher forms. TIti; trend may be due to the faot that students in the higher folTDS have been exposed

to more instruction in English language than students in lower folTDS. This may lead to an increase

in their word vocabulary and word association. Exposure to more scientific texts as the students

advance through the educational levels of Junior Secondary School might have improved their

understanding of science concept-related words when used in science conte:d. Also the forms two

and three students may have encountered the words more often than the fonn one students in

everyday use of English language and in science text,.

A pairwise comparison analysis between the means was eamed out using Least Significant

DilIerence formula. The results indicated that forms two and tlu'e< students performed significantly

better than the fonn one students in both tests since the differences berneen the respective means

were more than the calculated value from the pain....ise c-omparison analysis. The Form three

students performed belter than the form two students in both tests (sc< Table 8 and Figure 4).

TABLE 8

Dlfferences Among the Ml-a!lS of the Foms 'Jfthe Overall Sample for testll A and B

Te~( A Te!lt B

Form I 2 J I 2 J

I 0 0386"' 0396· 0 0503"' 0.515"'

1 - 0 0417" 0 0.543"'

J - 0 - 0
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A further paitwise eC'mparison analysis was earned out to find out the pair(s) of means of

the different fontlJ! within the sub-samples (rural/urban) and between the sub-samples in which

differences occurred since the interaction between form and school was significant (p·-O. 05) (sec

Table 6). The FontlJ! Two and Three students of the urban sub-sample did better than their

counterparts in Fonn One in both tests while the Fonn Three students did better than the Fonn Two

students (see Table 9).

TABLE 9

TI...sT A n:.."T l}

F~ UP> un UF.\ FH lUl RFI UI'! IrF2 l' 1'.1 "" I-!' ; RJ'J--
Urbali H(Utlj , U_;:'''/' O_J04' OJ()~' iJ _\4~' (j .J~.j' 0 o \4' 0_\4' U._\41 (} .1l1'.'· rJ J,)~'

llruau F::'(UF1) , 0_308' 0.-"0" O.\~' IU'S' " 0._\..12' o .\..J.I' 0.191' o .W'·

t'rblll fJ(UF:I) , O._li'J' n \61' o_106. 0 o J_~" , NY O'I(J'j1

RlInIII'/(RF! ) " " ul/:>l' u -'OS' " ow.\' o)·H')'

RunI. Fl(RF2) " I)-j.(j.l' " O~~/'

Rr.niI'".l(RFJ) 0 ,
,

The trends described above was similar to that of the fOfTlb; from rural Junior SeCOndM}

Schools except in test B where tht: FOim ()nt: sluJcnts did bdlt:r than the Fmrn Twu students (sec

Table<i 9,10, and Figure 5). lnerdore the Form One ~tudt:nts have bctkr undcrstanding of sdcn~e

concept-related words wh~'l1 used in scit:nce l.:.ontcxt than the Form Twu studt;nls There scclTlS Lu

be no obvious reason for this anomaly. However, they may have b~en r.:xposed to mon.:: improvcJ

instruction in English language and m· S'",·c'n'·"" 'It t· th· .. ... ... ... as a rr.:su 0 e m··'iCTVIC-c courses organized for



upper primary English and Science teachen; which started in 1992 when they would have been in

primary four.

TABLE 10

'1 Standard Deviations ofTest Scores ofthe ronns for the Rum! and Urban Sub-samples on lnterpretations ofl~ eans,

Science Concept-related Words; In and Oul ofSclcn..::e Context

TEST A TEST B

Sub-samplt: N Mean SD Mean SD

Urban sub-sample

.., 3'1 3.15 " "' ~,8-tForm 1 Z2Z ,-

Form 2 215 78 282 8.1 3.59

form .3 182 829 348 92-1 ·1.23

Rural sub-sample

Form I lSI 6 IS 25~ 717 2.67

Fonn :2 117 68'1 30:- 66' 273

Emn3 III 86 352 9.42 U3

The pairwise comparison analysis also indkatt: significant differences among the means of

the urban and rural sub-samph:s since the differences benveen the means are greakr than the;;:

calculated mean differences from the least significant difference ana!)',is (Table 9), All the forms

oftheurllan sub-sample did better than the Forms One and Two students of the rural sub"sampk in

test A while the Form Three students of the latter did better than the Forms One and Two students

of the urban sub-sample in the same test (see Figure 5). However the Form TIuee students from

wban and rural Junior Secondary Schools have comparable understanding of science concept"rdated

words when wed out of science context.

The Fonns Two and Three students from urban Junior Secondary Schools did better than the

Form One and Two students from rural Junior Secondary Schools in test B. The Form One students
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from the former did belter thaII the FOITll Two students of the lalter but are comparable to the F 01Tll

One students from the rural Junior Secondary Schools in understanding science concept-related

words when used in science context (see Table 9 and Figure 5). The FOITll Three students from rural

JWlior Secondary Schools did belter than the FOITll One and Two students of the urban sub-sample

in test B but have comparabJe comprehension of the words in science context as the Form three

students from urban Junior Secondary Schools.

There was 3 progressive increase in the mean scores of the forms from the rural to urban

Junior Secondary Schoots in both test<; except among the tennmal forms where higher mean scores

werc rather obtained by students from rural Junior Secondar)' Schools. Ho\\'ever there was no

significant difference between the mean scores of the Farm 1ll.rce students from the two sub-samples

(Table 9). The exposure to mon: instruction coupled with preparation for the Basic Education

Certificate Examinations may account for the comparable pcrtonnance of the Form Three students

from the urban and rural Junior Secondary Schools.

The urban areas may present a better c-n"ironmcnt th::m the rural areas for language

acquisition by students of lower forms of Junior Secondary Schools which may explain the better

understanding of science conccpt-rdated \vords in and out of science ..:untext by the students from

urban areas than their rural counterparts. The students from urban ar~as ma} ~ncuuntl;r Un: \vords

more often than those in the rural an.:as. HO\vcvcr, as the students progress through the levels tu t}1\,;:

exit point of basic education. they scem to have .:amparable understanding uf the \\uTlis as lnw..:akJ

by the non~significant differences benveen the mean scores of the Fann Three students from urban

and rural areas. This may be due to more exposure to the words through instructions in English

language and fn:quent encounter with the words in science textbooks and other reading materials
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as they progress through the levels. There may also be an increase of informal and formal learning

experiences as they prepare for the Basic Education Certificate Examinations.

4.2.4 Hypothesis IV

The interpretations given to science conceptwrelated words in and out of science context by

male studenls from urban Junior Secondary Schools are not significantly different from the

interpretations given by male studenls from rural Junior Secondary Schools.

The differences between the mean scores of the male studenls from Junior Secondary

Schools in urban and ruraI areas in the lests were less than the calculated differences between their

means from the pairwise comparison analysis (see Table II). Therefore there were no significant

differences between the mean scores of the male students from Junior Secondal)' Schools in urban

and rural areas (Figure 6), They have comparable understanding of science concept-related words

when used in and out ofscience context. TItis is inconsistent \\ith the better perfolTn.1!1ce of students

from urban area in the tests than those from the rural ",'ea. No ob\ious reasons can be given for this.

Other factors may account for the better performance of the students from the urban area other than

the fact than the urban area is a better language environment. Further research is recommended to

clarifY the inconsistency,
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TABLE 11

Differences anwng the Means of the Gender Groups of the Rural and Urban Samples fN Te:>1: A and B

TESTA TESTS

Gender groups UM UF RM RF LIM lIF RM RF

Urban Males(lJM) 0 06("') 0.620(ru:) 0.6""8'" 0 0067(ns) 0693(",) 0,758'"

Urban Fernales(UF) 0 0.515(ns) 0.584* - 0 0.576~ns) 0.652"-

R",," MaI",,(RM) - 0 0603* - - 0 0.674*

Rural Fernales(RF) - - 0 - - - 0

1'<005

4.2.5 Hypothesis Y

The interpretations given to science ~oncept-reJated words in Jnd out of science context by

females students from urban Junior Secondan-' Schools are not significantly different from the:. -

interpretations given by female students from rural Junior Secondary Schools.

The calculated mean differences from the pain-vise ~omparison analysis between the mean

scores of the female studt:nts from Junior Sc\:ondaI}' S~hools in urb<.ln and rural areas respectively,

are greater than the differences between the mean s.,;ores they obtained from tests A and B

respectively (see Table 11). Therefore there were signifkant diffcrence~ lJer.veen their mean Si:ores

in both tests (p<O.05). The female students from the urban Junior SeCOndM} Schools did bdkr in

lbe tests (mean: A ~ 7.55; B " 8.29) than their wunkrparts from the rural Junior SecondJl} Schools

(mean: A ~ 6.05; B ~ 6.90) (see Table 12 and Figure 6). There/ore the female students from urban

Junior Secondary Schools have better understanding of science com:qlt-rdatcd words when us\:d

in and out of science context than female students from rural Junior Secondary S\,;hool~,

The urban area may have a better or richer language;: en\llronment whii.:h enhances the

language acquisition of lbe female students from urban Junior Secondary Schools.
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TABLE 12

Means, Standard O.w.tions ofTest Scores of Gender Groups of Rural and Urban Sub-samples

on Interpretations of Science Concept-related Words In and Out of Science Context

TESTA TESTB

Gender Group N Mean SO Mean SO

Urban l\lales 356 8.02 3.13 8 3.69

Urban Females 293 7.55 3.18 8.29 3.57

Rural Males 247 7.69 3.36 8.07 3.76

Rural Females 162 6.05 2.48 6.9 2.64

4.2.6 Hypothesis VI

The interpretations given to science concept-related words in and out of science context by

female students from rural Junior Secondary Schools are not significantly different from the

interpretations given by male students from rural Junior Secondary Schools.

The results of the pairwise comparison analysis on the differences ben-veen the mean scores

of the female students and the malt: studt.:nts obtained in both tests showed significant diffen..nces I
(p<0.05) between the mean scores obtained in the respective tests (see Table I I). The calculated

mean difference in both tests are greater than the differences between the mean scores the female

and male student. obtained in tests A and B respectively. Thc'fefore the male students did better in

the tests (mean: A ~ 7.69, B ~ 8.07) than their female counterparts (mean: A: ~ 6.05; B ~ 6.90)

(fable 11and Figure 6). Therefore, the male students from the rural Junior Secondary Schools can

be said to have better understanding of science concept-related words when used in and out of

science context than their female counterparts. The interpretations of the words seem to be gender

nolated.
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This agrees with research fmdings reported by Gleason (1989) that boys seem to be belter

in recognitive and expressive vocabulary. Inequalities in both formal and informal learning

experiences of boys and girls have been identified as major factors that explain the gender gap in

science achievement tests (Catsambis, 1995). This may explain the belter performance of the male

students than their female counterparts from the rural Junior Secondary Schools.

4.2.7 Hypothesis VII

The interpretations given to science concept-related words in and out of science context b~y

female students from urban Junior Secondary Schools are not significantly different from th~

interpretations given by male students from urban Junior Secondary Schools.

The results of the p~u:misC' comp:1I1son analysis ;;ho\\cd no signitkant difh:n::nci.:s (p 0.(5)

between the mean sco[(:s ofth(: f~mak' Jllll maI...: "ILhJ __"Jlh hlllll urhan Juniur S':":oIlJ~ln S\,.hLlub in

both tests C\: F-:maks IIlI.::m - '755. \1Jks nh.';111 S.o:'.. D r..:rn.d..:c' 1Ih.'.!I1 :\ ~lj. \ LIL<:- lll\.dlJ

Jnd femJ.k students in the t~·st" \"-'re Ihl.:n:f',:'rl. "It:" rn.'h,:mce. Both gender groups may have

comparable undcrstJnJing or comprl.'hl'nsion of s.:ience L:onL:ept-rdakd worJs \-",hen used both in

and out of science context. Therefore the interpretation of scienc~ (onc~pt-relatedwords in and out

of science context is not gc-ndtT rdated among students from Junior Secondary Schools in urban

areas. The findings disagree with some of the research findings reported by Gleason (1989) on

gender differences in language acquisition and that boys seem to be better than girls in recognitive

and expressive vocabul,u}-
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Though the conditions WIder which the research reported by Gleason (1989) was conducted

may be different from those of this research, there is not much difference between the linguistic

skills ofbo»; and girls in the urban environment. The rural environment may vary. Thus explaining

the similarity in performance of boys and girls in the urban area.

4.3 The Innuence of Native Language on Students' Interpretations of Science Coneept

related Words In and Out of Science Context

Some of the words tested have equivah:nt words in Kass~m which is the official ruttivt:

language used as a medium of instruction in the fIrst three years of basic education and taught as a

subject in the Junior Secondary Schools in Navrongo District in the Upper East Region. The native

equivalent words were obtained by the researcher from the language tcachers in each school visited.

Other words tested do not have equivalent words in the native language. The bble below shuws the

words v.ith equivalent words in the native language with'without similar English meaning and words

without native language equivalence (Table 13).

One would have expected the student~ to perform better on words which have equivalent

words in the native language of the students and which have similar Ehglish meaning to Uteir

corresponding words tested. However except prepare, and conserve (test A) and disperse. conserve

andfimcuan (test B) in which Ute percenbge correct interprebtions exceeded the awrage percc'Illage

~ ofstudents' scores of31.7% and 32.9% in tests A and B respectively (Table 13) students

perfonned poorly on the words. This disagrees wiUt fIndings in the literature Utat where equivalent

wordlI occur in the native language, the learner understands the science concept word (Gay and Cole,

1967; Moo and Kitagawa, 1974; Mori el ai, 1976; TuIl, 1991). The poor perfurmanee of the
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students in test A, where the words Were used out of science conte\.1, may be due to poor vocabulary

or poor word association. The poor interpretation of the words wh(,,'11 used in sck.'11ce context (test

B) may be due to the failure of the students to get the contextual meaning of the words tested.

Per!laps because the science contextual meaning of the words differed from the cultural meaning of

the words. The better perfonnance of the students on some of the words in test A (conscrv~,

prepare) and in test B (disperse, conserve, function) may be due to the fact that these words are

encountered more often in everyday use of English language and in science texts respectively.

The students' perfonnanee on the words with dissimilar English meaning to the native

language equivalent words did not differ much from their performance in the words with similar

English meaning (sec Table 13). The average percentage correct interpretations are 33.3% and

30.65% in tests A and B respectively (see Table 13). The words in which the students registered

scores above the average score in test A and B (displace, separate) may be encountered more often

in instructions in English and the everyday use of English language. However the dissimilar English

meanings of the native t:quivalt:nt w(\rds 1o words sw.:h as eslllt]tlte, ahsorh and d\'eruge may have

influenced the low scores of the students in test A (Table 11). Also the contc.".:t did not improve the

meanings of the words, eXi.:ept aVL:ragL:. in It:st B when: the words \verL: u ..:d in s(;ic.:ncc.: (;Onh:xt.

The average percentage scores ohtained hy the students in test items involving words without

native language equivalent words are 100vcr than Lhose of words kstcd which lwvc;; nativ~ languag~

equivalent words (e.g. test A: contaminate, e~scntlaL source, system, devil.:c, ind\:pt:nd~nt; test B:

contaminate, essentiaJ, source, gem:rak, i,,;rudc, efficient) may be ...:omparcJ favorably wilh thdr

perfomtance on some of the words with native language equivalent words in corresponding tests
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(e.g. test A: prepare, conserve, displace, separate; test B: disperse, conserve, function, displace,

average, separate)

This is because the percentage correct intcqm:tations of these words are above the respective

average percentage correct inteqm:tations of the word calogones (i.e. words with native language

equivalence and without native word equivalence).

This seems to differ from the findings stated in the literature (Gay and Cole, 1967; Mon et

ai, 1974; Yakubu, 1976; TuII, 1991) that the absence of native language equivalent words to science

concepts or words will hamper the students' understanding of these concepts or words.

The high scores obtained by the students on test items involdng some of the words without

native language equivalent words may be due to lhe fact that these words may be encountered more

often during instruction in English language and in science lessons. Also since they do not have

native equivalent words, their meanings may not be contaminalt:J by or clouded with cultural

m~ ofthe word. The pOOT scores registered on some of the words in test A may be due to the

fact that they may be unfamiliar to the students but their meaning seemed to have been improved

when llsed in science context. Thi<.; is reflected in the general increa"c in percentage scores on

corresponding word items in test B (Table 13). However the progrcssi c incn:ase in scores was

inconsistent with word" such as independent device Jnd system, which registered percentage scores

above the average score in test A but \-vith values below tht: avt:rage score in test B.

The father low scores in items involving device and system in test B may be attributed to

unIiImiIiarity associated with these words in the context in which they were ""ed. It may be possible

that majority of the students did not understand the word digestive associated with system, and the

words thermos flask associated with device (see Appendix 2 items 18 and 20).
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Over 50% of the students interpreted correctly the word independent when used out of

science context but the number dropped drasticaUy to 27.700 when the word was used in science

language context (see Table 13). This word may be encounlered in everyday use of English

language; pupils are made to celebrate Ghana's independence day,; elc. This may account for the

high percentage scores in test A. However majority of the students failed to get the contextual

meaning of the word when used in science context. The commonest response among the students

was '... as the baby grows it needs more attention from the mother' (see Appendix 2 item 23). The

students' option seems to reflect th..:ir cultural experience "-ith growing babies. A toddlt:r needs

more attention as it gains mobility to preyent it from getting into trouble such as falling OVl,;f an

edge, etc. The students' experience 3., bao)' sitters to other siblings in the family might have

influenced their intcrprdation of the word. TIlis seems 10 conflJ1TI the fUldings of (J'..1ori d ul. 197G,

TuIl, 1990) that where the lC3fTlcr faib to gel the -:,Jnkxt of.:J \\rlrd in .... ...:iI.:Jli..: ..., I\.:\.I hI.: ur shl: knUs

to interpret it from the persp-.:-.:ti\1.: llf hi·, 1\1 lhT ...tdllJ['~ll c\jh;ri";ll\,.-.'.
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CHAPTER 5

5.0 DISCUSSION OF RESlTLTS

5.1 Discussion and Implications for Scienc(> Concept Formation

The srudy was to investigate the meanings GharuUan Junior Secondary School students give

to science concept-related words when they ar~ used both in and out of science language conlext and

their implications for science concept formation. A number of hypotheses were formulated from

the research questions of the study and tested using ANOVA and'or I-test on the mean scores of the

overall sample and of the urban and rural sub-sampks.

The findings of the study include the following

1. Students have poor interpretations of sdenc-: concept-related words when used both in Jnd

out ofscience language context However the students seem to have a bener understanding of \:\,ords

encountered frequently dwing instructions in English language, in l:\"eryday use of English language

and in scientific te:-"1.

2. Students ftom Junior Secondary Schools in urban areas have better understanillng of science

concept-related words than those from rural an.:as.

3. Interpretation of science concept-related words is gender-related among the students of the

rural sub-sample.

4. The gender groups from Junior Second.1ry School, in urban areas have comparable

Ul1derstanding of science concept-related words when used both in and out of sci~ncc context. The
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w'ban (language) enwonment may offer equal opportunities to both gender groups.

S. The male students from Junior Secondary Schools have beller underst.mding of science

concept-related words when used out of science context than their female counterparts.

6. The interpretation of science concept-related words improves progressively from loYo'er

forms to higher forms in all the Junior Secondary Schools selected for the study. IIowever, students

in lower fonns in Junior Secondary Schools in urhan areas hJVC better underst.anding of the words

than their colleagues from rural an::as. It was hO\'iI,;\L:!" t.:\ident that stuJcnls in It:mUnal fumb fwm

both urban and rural Junior Secondary Schools have compafJhlc understanding of sden~c I.:onl.:l.:pt

related words when u."icd in and out of science context.

7. The presence or absl;.'11cc of cquivah:nt (;on-.:cpt or sLicncc con(,l.:pt-rdah;J \\oord in the native

language of the learner may not nect'ssarity promote or hinder proper science concept fonnation if

the medium of instruction is J fon:ign languagl:.

The foDoMng broad areali w11t be discussed in this section: The generally poor perfonnillh,;l:

of the sample population on the interpretation of scil.":nce concl:pt-rclafcd words, lhl: disparit)

between the performance of the students from urban Junior Secondary School" the influence of the

natiw: language of the student on word meaning and the gendtr differenf.:.es in tht: i.nterprl,;wtion of

ICience concept-related words amoog student, from Junior Secondary Schools in rural are...
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The performance of the entire sample population on the test items was very poor. About

27.2% of the overall sample population of 1028 students were able to interpret the science concept-

related words correctly in test A and 32.5% of the sample gave correct interpretation of the words

in test B. A number of factors could be associated with such ilismal performam;e of the students.

The unfamiliar natuft: of some of the sciem:e ~oncept-re1ated words to the students resulted

in low scores on items in \vruch such words were used. 11U.s is evidenced by rather higher scores

students registered on tesl items in which familiar words in everyday use of Engfu;h language were

used. For example, 40% of the students correctly interpreted essential (in test A) which is in

common use in English language (l,;.g. essentiall.:orrunoditics is a howchold tenn) while 19.4°0 of

the students could interpret the word delrydnJtc in the same kst (see .-\ppendix 7).

Another cause was the inJbilit~y of the students to dekel a change in (ooltxt of the familiar

words from out ofscience to science bnguage context, e.g. the percentage frequen..:y of the students'

correct responst:s to test items involving, displl..KC dropp.:J frum ..f 1.1 °0 in test A to 33.0°0 in test B.

for independent it dropped from 58. 0°0 in k."t ~\ to 27.7°0 in t.:st B, and for prepare the pcrcentage

frequency dropped fium 51.9% 1029.9"" in lest A (Appendix 7). According to }'Iunby (1976). when

the learner fails to detect tht: change of cante.\1 of the science concept-reL.ll.:d word from its ordinal)'

language context to sdcncc contt:xl, he or she turns to interpret the word within its ordinary

language rather than within its science langmge context. Also Lynch (1978) maintains that the

everyday usage of the word inkrfcres with Lhl,,; understanding of fht: scienc~ concept word(s) in

scientific sense. Hence the inability of the students to interpret the words, such as prepare. displace

and independent correctly, when used in science context as in test B (Appendix 2), might have been

intluenced by the ordinary language meaning of the words. However other factors, such as the
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students' poor vocabulary and word association, might have increased their difficulty in getting the

contextual meaning of the words. Other words connected with some of the words tested did not

improve students' interpretation of such words. They needed to understand such words before they

could get the contextual meaning of the science concept-relah:d word, e.g. the;: students nc:t:dcd to

understand the words 'thermos flask' before they could interpret 'device' correclly (see Appendi~ 3

item 20 and Appendi~ 7). Most students in the study asked the researcher for the meaning of

thermos flask. The commonest response of the students to the test item involving 'independent'

(needs more attention from the mother) (App~ndi.x 2 item \23) suggested an interference of the

students' cultural knowledge as regards child carc. Ths has been diSClL'iScd later in the chapter.

The interpretations of the word 'displace' as indicated (st:c Table 5), suggested an intcrfen;:nct:

of students' informal experience or action knowledge in displacement expcriments with 8tom:s and

water. However further invl:stigation is nel.'Jcd to substantial\: the obst.,°rvatiun.

Student'i' inability to detect ch.1nge in the l:ontexf of science concept-related words from out

ofscience fo science language context or inability to gl:t the .:onkxtua} meaning of the word(s), poor

vocabulary and word asso.;,;iation, \vill hinder propl:f ,>cil.'Ilcl: concept formation.

The language envrronrnl:nt of the urban areas has an immense co"uibution to the ov.:ralJ

beUerperl"ormance of the students from the urhan Junior Secondary Schools than the students from

the rural Jwtior Secondary Schools. Thl: urban an~·as are endowl:d with fadors SUi,;h as fhl: pIint

media, e.g. newspapers, magazines, etc., library facilities where hooks can be borrowed, and aCi,;l:SS

to radio and lelC\ision broadcasts, especiany of educational programmes for children. These faclors,

among others, have been identified as essential factors for proper language development in childrcn

(Uzdzey 01 ai, 1975; Allen el ai, 1986). These facturs, therefore, eruieh the language environment
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of the urban Junior Secondary School. Proper interaction of the student with such a rich language

environment wiD lead to better language development and cognitive skills in the student. The rural

areas are mostly depriYed of such amenities. Th~ student in th~ rural Junior Secondary School has

little or no access to these facilities and he'she is therefore expected to lag behind OO,l1er urban

counterpart in the comprehension of science i:unccpt-related words in everyday use of English

language and in science language context.

Another added advantage is literate parents. .'\5 indicated in the introduction. most of the

adult population in the urban centre have [oITllal education while the rural areas have a higher

number of illiterate parents. Out of 53.2°'0 adult literate population, 39.0°0 is in the urban an:3.S

(World Bank Report, 1993), The literale parent(s) may sme as a motivational factor to the child's

language development. If in the family, the parent.s commonly interact with the child in English,

the child \\-iIl be motivated to learn the L:l.1lgwgt (0 be abk' tu inkract \\ dl with the parents and other

siblings. A literate parent is more likely fo emphasize com:.;t usagr: of \vorJs than an illiterat~

parent. The literak: pafl.:nt may also ~l·l:k t(\ promote corred US.lgc of words and language

acquisition by providing additional magal'incs for children. etc He'she may aha make pro\isian

for extra dasses which afe a common phenumenon in urhan ctn(rcs in Ghana.

The educated parents m.1Y also create ,1\'CnUes such as taking I..hildn:n 10 rel.:rcational ccntr~s,

parties, etc., for social inll.:radjon bd\"'~l:n thl~ dUlJ ,mJ hishl.T pt:I..fS and or \"ith adult literaks \vho

may be present. These informal eXptrienct.'s ",ill promott:' the language development of fht: child

from the urban areas,

Apart from the general English language problems identified which affect students from both

urban and rural Junior Secondary Sl.:hools, studc:nt.s fi·om the latter havt: an irnpw\ist:d Languagt:
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environment to grapple with. These inadequacies will hamper proper science concept formation

since word vocabulary and comprehension of the science texts are necessary for science concept

fannalion.

The fincling.<; ofSandman (1993) and Kraft (1994) confinned the poor language environment

of the student especially in the rural schools, and based on their recommendations, United States

Agency for International Development (lTSAID), through the Ministry of Education, has provided

'box'libraries, preset radios and other instructional materials to schools, including Junior Secondary

Schools, to improve the language environment of the student.

The findings on gender differences in the interpretation of science concept-related words did

not show a clear case of gender difference with the overall sample. Hmvever. there was an

indication ofgender differences within the rural sub-sample in the interpretation of science concept

related words in and out of science contc:\.1. The male students were better in word association

which was needed to correctly interpret the words used in lest A (Appendix 1). It has been found

out that boys are better in recognitive and expressive vocabulary than girls (Gleason, 1989). The

male students also have better comprehension of science concept-reL1ted words when used in science

context (Appendix 2) than their female counterparts.

A number of other reasons may account for these gender differences among the students of

mral Junior Secondary Schools in understanding scienct: concept-related words in and out of scienc~

context.

Societal impact on gender education (Dywer, 1973) and differences in informal and formal

leamiJlgexperiences of boys and girls (Catsambiis, 1995) have been identified as some of the factors

which account for the gap between the performance of boys and girls in science achievement tests.
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The societal impact on female education could be a factor responsible for the gender

differences noticed between the gender groups of the rural sub-sample. There is a social bias

towards female education since she is not likely to contribute directly to the farnily livelihood in

future as she marries out of the farnily. This si!lL1tion is more pronounced in the rural than urban

areas. Also the mode of inheritance among the people in the study area - Nawongo Districl - is

palriIineaI. Therefore families do not seem to have a hope of direct benefit from educating a female

child. Therefore illiterate parents may not monitor the learning habits of their daughter. Also equal

learning opportunities may not be made available to the male and female children.

It has been found that boys engage more in informal (extra-curricular activities) and [annal

learning experiences in science and mathematics (Catsambiis, 1995) which accounts for differcn«s

in performances in science achievement tests with the boys performing better than the girls. The

engagement of the boys in these acti\'itit:s incrca.<.;es their social interaction with others and this may,

through communication, improve their proficiency in and their standard of English language. This

will promote their understanding of science concept-related words when used in and out of science

context. This may be true for the gender groups from the rural areas since it was only within the

rural sub-sample that the male students performed better in the tests than tllcir female counterparu.

Though the above factors may account for the gender differences in the performance of the

students from the rural Junior Secondary Schools in the tests, the level of fonnal education of the

adult population appears to be the determinant factor. The comparative performance of the urban

female students to their male counterparts lends support to t!llli. If equal opportunities are given to

both gender groups among the students from the rural Junior Secondary Schools, the female students

will perform equally well as their male counterparu in the interpretation of science concept-related
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wonls when used in and out of science contex1. It seems therefore that the high illiteracy rate among

the adult population in the rural areas (World Bank Report, 1993) may account more for the

differences among the students from the rural Junior Secondary Schools than any other factor. A

literati: parent is likely to support female education. Therefore helshe is more likely to provide equal

opportunities to both sexes for informal and formal learning eX1'eric'Ilces. The illiterate parent(s)

may hold a different view.

The findings on the influence of the native language of the learner in the interpretation of

science concept-related words indicated that it is not just the presence or absence of equivalent

concept words in the native language to science concepts or science words that may hinder or

promote proper science concept formation. Other factors were indicated and they include:

I. limited vocabulary of the student"

2. unfamiliar words in the confc:\.1 m which the s..:icncc concept word with a native

equivalent word is used,

3. interference of the cultural contextual meaning of the word with its science context

meaning, and

4. the conflict between the English language meaning of the science cuncept

word/science word and the native language meaning of its native ~quivalent word.

The native equivalent word for convert is 1e' which has an English equivalent word as

change. The latter is the correct option for test item 9 in test A and it forms part of the "orrecl option

for teBl item 9 in test B (see Appendices 1 and 2) yet the students registered scores lower than the

lMlI'lIge percentage frequencies, 29.9% and 36.1% for tests A and B respectively (sec Appendix 7).

The student. might not have been aware that 1e' stands for convert. Limited word association or
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poor vocabulary of the students mig!lt have also accounted for the low scores registered by the

students on the test item involving 'change' in test A. where it was used out of science context. Also

limik:d vocabulary and unfamiliar word association with the word in test B may account for the low

scores on the item in test 13. The students needed to understand the terms such as kinetic energy and

potential energy before they could get the contextual meaning of the word convert. It appeared the

terms were unfamiliar to the students. This was indicated by the number of times the students

involved in the study asked the researcher for explanation of these terms.

Also, the native equivalent word 1c' for convert may have a different cultural meaning or

native language meaning from its English equivaknt \vord, chunge. which is s)nonymous to ..:onvert.

This may account for the low percentage frequency ,cores registered on the test items invohing tht:

word in both its w;c in and out of science contl'xt.

Other conflicts between the English meaning of som(,: of the natin: language equivalent

words and their corresponding science concept-related "yord,: may account for the students poor

perfonn.an:-e on test items lnvohing the latter. For example, the native ,quiva]l:nt \voni, 'mange' fOf

estimate IiteraIJy means measure. so the "rudents interpreted the word estimate as used in tests A. anJ

B (see Appendices I and 2, ifl"m H9) as 'a i:areful m~a')Urr:' in~lt:ad o£'a Cilfl.lul gUt:ss'.

The native cquivalent word for ahsorh is 'n)u' which has two litcral mr:anings namely drink

!-.
and soak. The low SCOf\:S n:giskn:d by th.: studl.:nls in test B might havt:"influt:nl.:ed by the native

language meaning ofthe word (sec Appendh 7). The students were unsure whieh meaning to apply.

Therefore lack of congrucm;\: in meaning bd\vecn the :'icicncc conccpt-rdakd words and

their native equivalent words will hinder the students' underc;;tanding of the science concept-rclatt:d

words when a foreign language is used as the medium of insuuction. This may lead tu improper
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science concepls fOImation as the student may maintain the cultural meaning of the concept or may

learn such concepts by rote. Also, even where there is congruence between the English meanings

of the science concept-related words and its native equivalent word, the latter may have a different

cultural meaning when the word is used in science language context. This may lead to wrong

concept acquisition. Further research is nc.~ceSSaI} to clarify the issues raised.

The findings and discussion on the influence of the native language of the students on their

understanding of science concept-related words point to the fact that there may be poor transfer of

thought processes or cognitive language skills fr0m the native language to the second language

(English) which is the languagc of instruction (Collison, 1974). The native language of the

Ghanaian child is used as a medium of instruction for fht' first three years of primary education.

Thereafter, it is studied as a subjc(t. The: three years may not hI: l;nough for proper nativ~ language

development, thereby leading to poor transfer of linguistic skills to the second language (Collison.

1974~ Ogbu, 1992). The primary g,,:hool year;.; of rh..: (,,~hild an: crucial for language and cognitive

skills development. Kraft (1994) reported that a number nf research works indicate that if a child

goes through a fairly lengthy period with first language, th(,.' child wiD he able to transfer over to the

foreign language ~vith i,;omparabk" e'-l~e. TIlls will cnham:t: learning of scit:ncc wnccpts in a scconJ

language.
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CHAPTER 6

6.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the first five chapters, the background of the study, statement of the problem, a brief

review of literature, methodology, analysis and discussion of the findings were presented. A brief

summary of the study, followed by conclu'lions and recommendations will be presented in this

chapter.

The understanding of science concept-related words is very \ital for proper sl:ience concept

funnation. But understanding of these words may depend on a number of factors which include, the

proficiency of the learner in the use of stand.1fd English language. the ability to gel the conte,'tua1

meaning of the word in their ordinar~v or out of scit:nce language Jnd in science language context.

However, the Ghanaian child may be hindered by the multilingual classroom emironmen~ where

English language - a second language of the child, - is used as medium of instruction, in developing

the above linguistic skills. Also the emironment (the home, the urban/rural setting of the school)

in which the child spends mosl of his 'her time and gender differences may hinder or promote the

leamer's understanding of science concept-related words in and out of science context.

The study investigated the meanings GhanJian Junior Secondary School students give.: to

science concept-related word\) found in tht:ir sdence textbooks. It was also to [rnd out tht:

relationship between factors such as gender. native language, location of the school (rural or urban

selling), educational level of the student and the meaning the student gives to these words.
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The study specifically addressed the following research questions:

I. What are the meanings Junior Seconda!}· School students give to science concept-related

words they encounter in and out of science ~onte:\1?

2. Are there any significant difference." in meanings given to science concept-related words

in and out of science context by Junior Secondary School students from rural and urban

areas?

3. Do male students differ significantly from female students m their interpretation of

science concept-related words in and out of scicncl: contc:>.:t?

4. Are there any significant differences in the meanings given to sCience concept-related.

words in and out of science conte\.1 by male and female Junior SecondaI)' School

students from rural and urban areas n:spedivdy:

S. Do students in higher forms hayc J hetter interpretation of science concept-related words

in and. out of science conk:xt than studo..'nts in lower forms of Junior Second..u}' S~hooI?

6. Does the local or nati\'1..: languagl: of the student Iuvc any influence on thl: inkrpretations

helshe gives to the \'lords in and out of scienct: COnk\t.

6.2 SAMPLE, INSTRUME!'IT, PROCEDURE

A sample oflO28 (455 females and 573 males) Forms One to Three students trom 12 (6 rural

and 6 urban) out of 33 Junior SecondaJ) Schools in Na'Tongo Distric~ in the Upper East Region of

Ghana, was Wled in Ibe study. The students were hetween the ages of cleven and nineteen years with

an average age of 14 years (S.D. c 2.7). The predominantly spoKen native languages are BuIi,

Kaaaem and Nankani. Kassem is the official native language used as medium of instruction in the
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lim three years of basic education and taught as a subject in the Junior Secondary Schools.

The rural sub-sample consisted of 409 students (162 females and 247 males) and the urban

sub-sample consisted of619 students (293 females and 326 males).

Whole classes were used in the study to ensure that enough females were included in the

study since the female to male student ratio is 1:2. \\'hcre there was more than one dass to 3 form,

one of the classes was randomly selected by simple balloting.

The instnnnent used to coUect the data for the study was adopted from an original instrument

developed by Center For studies In Science And ~Ialhl.:matics Education. University of Leeds.

The content validity of the instrument ,vas detennmcd by three senior science educators in

the Department of Science Education. University of Cape Coast. They found the instrument

appropriate for application in Ghana. They indi\idtL.l11y confinncd that the \vocds used are among

the words in common usage in the science h:xtbooks used at Lhe Junior Se~ondary S.::hool Fanus

One to Three levels. The in."trumenf consisted of two multipk-choi-:c tests (. \ Jnd D) involving 25

science concept-related word..... Test.-\ \\;lS 10 lll\.:stigJk thl;:' m~Jni.ng thi,; students give to the \'lords

when used out of science confL'xt Jnd k'st B wac; to investigate thl' meJnings they give to the ",urili

when used in science langwge I.:onk.\t.

A pilot study was carried out to establish the reliability of the instrument and to find out its

suitability for use in the selected schools.

The instrument \\':1.<; administered by the researcher 6 wet.:ks after the s~hools had rc-opened

for the first tenn of the 1994'95 academic year. Permission was sought from the Distrid Office.

Two visits were made to each selected school. The first was to familiarize ",jth the school.

The tests were administered during the second 'i,it. Test A was administered fint foUowed
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immediately by test B after the script, for test A were collected. Enough time was given to the

students to complete the tests. The scripts were collected only when the student indicated that

he/she had completed the tests.

Measures were taken to prevent any interaction among the students during and between tht:

administration of the tests to prevent an:y extraneous factors that would have invalidated the results.

6.3 DATA ANALYSIS

Both descriptive and inferential statistical analysis were used on the data collected in the

study.

The reliability coefficient of the instrument was calculated using Kuder-Richardson fomlula

21 and it was fOWld to be 0.75.

A point was awarded to a correct response to J test item md t.'.:lch test was apportioncd 25

marks.

The percentage score on ~Jch fe-st item ,"vas ddennlned Jnd used to find out how the studt:nts

perfonned on the word~ in Jnd out of s..:icnc~ language conll.::xt.

The frequency distrihution of the students' scores for l.:'Jch SUb-S3fT1'1k and for each gentler

group within the sub-samples were dcterrnincd md pr«ented in tables, histograms and lin" graphs.

These were used to compare the perronn.:tncl' of the .<:tudcnts on the basis oflocation of the school

(urllanJrural) and gendor.

Some of the respono;;es of the students were analysed to find out whether they \-v<:n:

influenced by the native language of the student. Thc p~rfofmant.:c of lilt: students un \-vords v,.ith
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native language equivalent words were compared with their perfonnance on words ",ithout natiy~

language equivalent words.

The mean scores and the standard de'iation" of the oyerall sampk, the sub-samples, tht

gender groups and of the indh.·idual forms wen: computed. These were used in .\NOV:\. and'or t-

test analysis on the test scores to an<;wer the fesearch que<;tiom; and to test the hypotheses srated in

sections 1.3 and 1.4 rcspecti"ety. The len~1 of significJn..:~ for testing for any significant diffenm~es

between the mean scores \vas 0.05.

A painvise comparison analysis was earned out on the rc1n:ant mean :;~ores to ~stablish

between which means there was a signifii.:Jl1t Jiffcn:n..:c, \\hen: the inkra.:tion bdwecn .lny two

independent variaNcs was significant.

6.4.0 FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

6.4.1 Pr{"liminary Analysis of Datn of Test Score~ of the' O"erall Sample in Tests A ilnd B

Generally, the pt:rfontlance of the pupils \\ Ji> \I,:ry 1m\. Only l-l. 7° 0 JnJ 10.8° u ga\(;: ";OlTl:d

meaning of the words in and oul of .<;:icnce conk">:l r,;;spc:diH.:ly.

Tht: preliminary an~lysis of th, ~bla shO\\ed J signifii:allt Jiffl;.:ft:m.t.· 1 :(\V.;;~n the Iw.:ans of

the test scores in test" A and B. The <;tuJ(,:nts pcrtorm<.:d generally bdh.T in lest D than in test .\

Therefore they have bdtt:r unJerst~.lI1iling (If s,j~·n..:~ ~tmi.:q)t-rdJkJ \\orJ.'i i.n sci':Ih.;c i.:onli.:.\:t llw.n

when used out of science confe.\1. The contt''\t within which the words w::re used might have mJdt:

the meanings of the words clearn
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6.4.2 The Students' Interpretation of Science Concept-related Words in Science Language

Context

The results indicated poor interpretation of some of the words in science context The

possible causes might have been due to the inability of the students to detect the change in context

of such words from out of science context to science context; some of the answers indicated the

retention ofthe meanings ofthe words in ordinary language use of English language; in some cases

the unfamiliar words associated with the words tested might have affected the students'

interpretations of such words.

6.4.3 Tbe inOuence of Native Language on Students' Interpretation of Science Concept-

Related Words In and Out of Science Context

The students perfonned poorly on some of the words without native language equivalent

words and did better even on some of the words without native language equivalent words than

those with equivalent words. These may be words rrequently encountered by students during

instruction in English language, in everyday use of English language and in science textbooks.

The students perfonned poorly on some ofthe words with native I. ,guage equivalent words

where the lalj.,. have dissimilar meanings to their corresponding science concept-related words in
A

both out and in science language context.

The students perfonned poorly in some words used in science language context even though

!bey obtained high scores on word items in test A where they were used out of science context.

The students' responses suggested that the native language meanings of the native language

equivalent words to some of the words used in texts might have contaminated or clouded the
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contextual meaning ofsucb words when used in and out of science context The responses also

suggested an interference of the cultural contextual meaning of the words in the interpretations of

Ibe science concept-related words when used in science language context

6.4.4 Statistical Analysis of Test Scores

I. There were significant differences between the interpretations students from rural Junior

Secondary Scbools give to science concept-related words in and out of science context and the

interpretations given to the words by students from urban Junior Secondary Schools. The students

from Ibe Junior Secondary Schools in the urban areas perfonned better than their rural counterparts.

They therefore bave belter understanding of science concept-related words in and out of science

context.

2. There was a significant difference between the interpretations given to science concept-

related words out ofscience context by male and female students of the overall sample. That is the

male students performed better than the female students. They therefore bave belter understanding

oflbe words when used in everyday or out of science context. However th, ,e was no significant

gender differences in Ibe interpretations of the words when used in science context. They bave

comparable comprebension of the words in science language context

3. There were significant differences between Ibe interpretations of science concept-related

words in and out of science context by students in higher fonns ofJunior Secondary Schools and

by stIIdenIs in a lower form oflbe overall sample. The students in higher forms did better than those
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in lower forms ofJtmior SecondaJy Schools. Therefore the students in the higher form have better

understanding of the science concept-retated words in and out of science context. There was a

progressive increase in the mean scores from lower forms to the higher forms.

A pairwise comparison analysis between the means revealed the following:

i. The understanding of science concept-related words in and out of science context

progresses from the lower forms to the higher forms among students from urban Junior

SecondaJy Schools.

II. The understanding of science concept-related words out of science context progresses

from the lower forms to the higher forms among the rural Junior Secondary Schools.

However the Forms One and Three students have a better understanding of the words

when used in science context than the Form Two students while the Form Three students

are better than the Form One students.

III. The Forms One to Three students of the urban Junior Secondary Schools have better

understanding of science concept-related words in and out of science context than their

counterparts from rural Junior Secondary Schools except the Form Three students of the

latter who have better understanding of the words than the Forms One and Two students

from urban Junior Secondary Schools, and have comparable understanding of the words

with the Form Three students of the urban Junior Secondary Schools.

iv. As the students progress through the different levels of the Junior Secondary Schools, the

differences in understanding of science concept-retated words in and out of science

context seem to disappear. This is evidenced by the comparable comprehension of the

words in and out of science context among the Form Three students from the urban and
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rural Junior Secondary Schools respectively and between the Form Three students from

urban and rural Junior Secondary Schools.

4. There was no significant differences between the interpretations of science concept-related

words in and out of science context by the male students from urban and rural Junior Secondary

Schools respectively. This is inconsistent with the finding that students from urban areas have better

understanding ofthe words. Further research is recommended to clarifY the inconsistency.

5. There were significant differences between the interpretations of science concept-related

words in and out of science context by female students from urban and rural Junior Secondary

Schools respectively. The female students from urban JuDior Secondary Schools have better

interpretations ofthe words than their ruml counterparts. Thus the female students from the urban

Junior Secondary Schools seem to have a better understanding of the words when used in and out

of science context.

6. There were significant differences between the interpretations of sc ience concept-related

words in and out ofscience context by female and male students of rural Junior Secondary Schools.

The latter have better interpretations of the words than the former. Therefore the male students have

a better understanding of the words when used in and out of science context than their female

counterparts.
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7. There were no significant differences between the interpretations of science concept-related

words in and out of science context by male and female students tTom urban Junior Secondmy

Schools respectively. Therefore the gender groups have comparable understanding of the words

when used in and out of science context.

6.5 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the findings tTom the study, the following conclusions are drawn:

1. Ghanaian Junior Secondmy School students have generally poor understanding of science

concept-related words when used in and out of science context. Poor vocabulary and poor word

association, the inability to detect change of context of some ofthe words, among other factors, may

account for the dismal performance of the students.

2. Some ofthe interpretations given to some of the science concept-related words, especially

when used in science context, suggested an interference of the cultural experiences of the students

with such words. Also where students failed to get the contextual meaning of words in science

context, the everyday language meaning of the word was used.

3. The presence of equivalent native words with congruent English language meaning to some

of the science concept-related words did not, in most cases, improve the interpretation of such

words. Also where the English meaning ofsome of the nalive language equivalent words differed

&om those of their corresponding science concept-related word, the students' interpretation of the

word was hindered.
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The cultural experiences related to some ofthe native equivalent words clouded the meaning

oftheir corresponding science concept-related words when used in and out of science context.

4. The wban areas are better language environments than the rural areas. The urban areas may

have a richer language environment than the rural areas. Such an environment leads to a high

language development in the students which may enhance the understanding of science concept

related words.

5. Homes ofeducated parents (formal education) are better language environments for language

acquisition than illiterate homes. The literate parent(s) are more likely to promote language

development in children than illiterate parents by providing a rich and stimulating language

environment.

However the nearly comparable performance ofthe gender groups ofthe students from urban

Junior Secondary Schools indicates that given equal opportunities for informal and formal learning,

the females may have a comparable language acquisition, hence comparable understanding of

science concept-related words with their male counterparts in rural Junior Secondary Schools.
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6.6 Recommendations for Improvement of Stndents' Undentanding ofSdence Concept

Related Words

A number of recommendations have been made to improve students' understanding of

science concept-related words which would eventually lead to proper science concept formation.

I. The provision of a variety of reading materials, additional instructional materials by the

school management boards, will enrich the language environment of the students, especially those

in the rural schools. Effective interaction with the rich language environment will improve the

students'vocabulary, word association and comprehension of texts by the students. These are vital

for understanding science c<lncept-related words.

2. The school authorities should monitor the effective use of the 'box' Iihraries supplied to the

schools and the participation of the students in the radio broadcasts of educational programmes

during school hours. These will help improve students' English language which is necessary for

understanding science texts.

3. The science and language teachers should engage students in word association exercises.

The pool ofwords that will be formed by the class will enhance the students' vocabulary. The word

connections that will be built will improve the contextual meaning of the words when encountered

in science textbooks.
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4. The context of new concept words or everyday words in science text to be studied should

be identified by the teacher and discussed with the students before the topic is treated to enhance

understanding ofthe contextual meaning ofthe words. This will promote proper science concepts

formatioll

5. The science teacher should identiry and discuss with the students, concepts or concept-

related words in the native language which are equivalent to science concepts in the science text to

he studied This will enhance the students' understanding of the science concepts or concept words

when the science text is treated.

6. Concept words or equivalent words in native language of the students which may lack

congruence in word meaning to their English language equivalent should be identified and discussed

with the class to get the correct meaning before the students are introduced to new concepts to be

learned in the science tex!.

7. The Ministry of Education and experts in Ghanaian languages and linguistics should review

the current policy on the use of Ghanaian languages in the primary schools and assist the

Government of Ghana to reformulate the policy to enhance proper language and cognitive skills

development in the child. In addition to the use of native language in the first three years in the

primary school, Govemment should recommend the use of the native language alongside English

language in instruction for the next three years since it has been discussed that proper native

language development will enable the child to transfer over to the second language, thought and
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conceptual process skills. This \\ill ease the problems associated with learning science concepts

tIIrough a second language.

6.7 Suggestions for Further R...... reh

I. Some interpretations given by the studenl" to some of the mJrds used in the study, e.g.

displace, independent, consen-e, absorb, etc., were not based on the science language context in

which the words were used Further research. through intcniews and other probes. is nt."eded to get

the reasons for students' interpretations of such woni...

2. The societal impact on femak education and th~ attitude l,f the family toward.... female

education were other factors which could he :.lSslX'iated \\ith the gender differences ~unong the rural

sub-sample in understanding science conccrt-rl.'blcd 'hlrds. Thl.:'Tcfllre furthL'T rcsearch is

recommended to determine the effects ('lfthese factors on childrcn's science cl1nccpl fonnalian

3. An in-depth study into the C'tTcct l,f parental h:.ld.t,"Tound soci('l~ulturn.1 aspects of the native

language on nmt.I JWl.ior Secondary School students' unden;:tanding (If science l\lncepl-relatc=d words

is recommended. This is to further explain the disparil) bet\\een the urban and rural samples'

interpretation of science concept-related words.

In summary, the presence or absence of congruc=nt concepts in the native language of the

"v!enl can filcililate or hinder proper science concept fonnation. also a rich language envirolUl1enl

JII'OIDotes language development and hence better understanding of science concept-related words.
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11uefbrc lIIlft is 811111pl lad fur Science Educators to develop a CO!lllllOll l\mcIioIIa18Cientific

IiItncy aa a medium ofinslruclioo fur science cOnccpl furmation iflbe future leVn oflbe naIion

are to inlaacI favorably witb Ibe ever..,hanging global science and technology.
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APPENDIX 1

TESTA

DEPARlMENT OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

lJNI\IERSID' OF CAPE COAST

THE MF.AN1NGS GHANAIAN JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STImE..1'ITS GIVE TO

SCIENCE CONCEPT-RELATED WORDS AND THEIR IMPUCATIONS FOR SCIL'<CE

FORAL-\TIOl\

Name of School: .

Sex:

Fonn:

o Male

01

~FemaJe Age: .

FIIbor's Occ"P'!ion: .

The ",..,..;,.. in tbill>ooKlcl are 10 find 0Ul ~'our ideas aboUl some ....om. used in scicoce

II is DOl a _ so do DOl wany aboUI your aoswCl" being right or "TOIIll-

INSlRUCIlONS

PIcaoc read each qucsIion carefully and Ihinl aboUI !he: won! lbaI is underlined. Put a lick

in lhc boll DCXI to wbaI you lbink is !he: best meaning of !he: word.

Put up you hand if you need bcIp in undemanding a qucsIion. Male sun: you 11)' CYCI)'

cp #. Do DOl spc:od too long OIl an)' one qucsIion.

11aIaIt You.
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1. Awrtwe can mean

a a. "'gb rt

ab.~

a c. oormaI

a d. best

2. Disperse can mean

a a. prepare

abo coDect

a c. change

a d. scatter

3. Djsplqce can mean

a a. put into place

a b. take the place of

a c. spread

a d. break up

4. COMerw can mean

a a. save

abo .... quickly

a c. purify

ad. dertroy
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s. C ' im" CIII mean

[l a. coIIIlct

[l b. JIlIliIy

[l d. clem

[l b. aIIack

[lc. c!MnF

[l d. fi'oqucol

7. '"metal em moan

[l a. IIIUa1

[l b. JlCfDY'W't

[l c. JIlII'ticuIIr

[l d. _way

•. &tfcttCIII_

[l a. CInfid_

! [l b. CInfid..-
::~



9. Co!merIcanmean

D a. Icaw

Db. ciwIgc

D c. identical

D d. opposite

10. BJJI§. can mean

D .. obape

Db. size

Dc. speed

D d. distance

11. Squrce can mean

D a. what resu1I you get

D b. what conclU8ion you make

fl c. where it comes from

D d. what you make

12. Prepare can mean

D a. destroy

Db. break up

Dc. """'I

D d. make
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13. StDfll"Q/« can mean

0 .. tne opart

o b. join up

Oc. make

o d destroy

14. Surround can mean

0 .. keepapart

o b. coverup

o c. mix

o d encircle

IS. Dehydrate can mean

0.. change to a gaa

o b. dried out

o c. wet

o d. too much water

16. Function can mean

0 .. what job it does

o b. how important it is

o c. how it is made

o d what ia wrong
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(
• 17..fj"'.dP.--

aL ... CAW..... _

abo. Z

.....

a e. ..1II6vonllIo pOili...

[) d. • et:lIQin AW·e..

II. SIl' __

a L l!JOUP ofYllpC ideal

a b. IolaI

a e.... of CO." ,ted ...

ad. '-0

19. a..-r.--
ae. - .

ad. ........

a 5

... " ;.0

abo .. i

a ......
ad. .mrt ~
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2L CDIlII--
0 ...... J

!Jib. n ;&nll

ad. "7 ..

22. _, .ca_
ab." h.

ac.""",,,,"

[Jd. ww.......

23, /J'.t.IIIlII'IrJi4l1fca __

ab..... 011

IJ Co I ' fw

ad. h s' 1 down

24. 1. ric-._
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25. Constgnt can mean

a a. in=ase

a b. decrease

ac......e

a d first one lbing, !hen Ibe o!her
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APPENDIX 2

TESTB

DEPARJMENI OF SCJFNCE EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE COAST

TIlE MEANING GHANAIAN JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STIJDENTS GIVE TO

SCIENCE CONCEPT-RELATED WORDS AND TIIEIR IMPUCATIONS FOR SCIENCE

CONCEPT FORMATION

Name of Schoo~ .

Sex:

Form:

OMaJe

01

o Female

02

Age: .

03

Father's Occupation: .

The queotioas in this booklet are to find out your ide.. about some warda used in science.

It is out a test so do not wony about your answen being right or wrong.

INSTRUCTIONS

Please read each ques1ion carefuOy and think about the word that is IUlderlined. Put a tick

in the box next to what you think is the best meaning of this word.

Put up your hand if you need help in undenlmding a queslion. Make sure you Iry ewry

queolioo. Do out spend too long on anyone question.

11Yak You.
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a a. "Ii·~'...~ fiJr~g

a b. .........IIIDlII.... fiJr~

aC. .... 10 .... ~fiJr~

• forJJIItL

~ cL III.igJh:r ...... fiJr -.y ..... ...A,

Qa. ••

:lb. __
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5. n.1lill,.w-, nlpply u OO"'9"mt#. Tbio d W·

a a. it _ be cooIcd bc:forc it can be «um

a b. cll . + ...... beaI addod to make it oaf. to .......

a c. iI c_ . W~ and is dOl oaf. to driIIk

a d iI io <IIOlIlIll to Iel iI oellIe before it can be dnInk

6. MnuaJo -. ad:uJ 10 apl",,,, the tI!KJ ofev<IpOratlOft. Thio me.M he w. 0Ibd 10 .", hi-·

a a. what can chonge Ibe way~ I&co place

a b.. what ...... •••• R:OUlI of~

a c. what IIappws during ...,......,.,

U d ...... ban! iI is for evaponlion 10 I&e place

...... typeI of food ...;

U a. adv8MJIc

o b. llIUaI

Oc. Ciw-ary

;J d. "C£CSS'f)

I. M~IUQ}, ww a6lud 10 upm. the \HJJWftC' oj w-aler 1ft the be~r. TlJIa me-. be w. Mbd

a a. 1iiIH. -.:fuI gJx. of Ibe '-oIumc

a b. lDemn Ibe fuIIy

a c. pour Ibe "' iaIo Ibe..

ad fillbe beak« 0..... Ibe lip
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9. POle. -m mergy is U!i.f¢I tyJ i'fIID G1teOC energy_ T'bis n .,

a a. puIcuIiaI cuergy and kiDebc CIII:Tgy are idenlical

a b. !""""rial c:ocrgy caonot be changed inlo kiDebc energy

IJ c. puIcuIiaI CIII:Tgy can be rhanged inlo kiDebc energy

10. The experiment IS desIgned 10 study the rate ofevaporal1OTL Ibis means it is do .gred 10

IJ a. wbal happened during evaporation

IJ b. ""'" quickly evaporalion tales place

IJ c. wbal is left after evaporalion is complete

ad. wby~ takes place

11. The doctor blows the sour"" or the I1IfecIJOTL Ibis means me I.nows;

IJ a. wbal1bc result of tbc infection will be

IJ b. where the infection has come from

IJ c. haw 10 cure 1bc infection

IJ d. haw mIlCh it will cost 10 cure tbc infection

12 JaM IS asked to descnbe the preparation ofarygtm Ibis means me has 10 say;

a a. haw it is made

a b. wIul iI is UllCCI for

a c. haw if bch3YCO

a d. wIul..... • ....... Dec lied 10 ....... iI
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13. Marti" is gWen some soil ill water and aslred to se,pgra1€ thetwo~. 1bis mcans

be is asked to;

o a. get rid of lhcm boIb

o b. shake the two mbstOllCC8 together

o c. get lhcm to react together

o d. obtain a sample of dry soil and a sample of pun: water

14. The earth is 1fII!Taun4ed by alr. This means;

o a. the earth and the air cannot mix

o b. the earth'. surface is cbanged by the air

o c. the air fonns a layer alxM: the earth

o d. the earth and the air are mixed together

15. The clald is dehydraud TJus means II:

o a. bas just drunk a lot of water

o b. bas too much water in its body

o c. bas the right amount of water in its body

o d. bas DOl enough water in its body

16. BealTice knows the functions if/he heur' This means she knows;

o a. what the heart does

o b. what is wrong with the heart

o c. what in1Iuence the beart

o d. bow the heart is made up
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17. Ama was worried about the P!"QPOrtjon offat in her diet This tIUOIII8 """ WII worried by;

a a. the presence offat in her diet

a b. the absence of fat in her diet

a c. the amoWlt of fat in her diet

a d. what the fat in her diet might do

18. The teacher described the human digestive system. This means she described;

a a. what hlDlWl8 eat

a b. what fonns a balanced diet

a c. what the different foods we eat will do

a d how the organs involved in breaking down food are linked together

19. Animals generate heat through respiration. This means they~

a a. produce heat

ab. gainheat

a C. loot heat

a d do not need heat

20. The thermos flask IS a useful~for keepmg ilquuis cold. This means it is;

a a. aluxuly

a b. an appliance

ac. amethod

a d an opportunity
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21. Oil dtat u fotUtd in the earth 'A called IJ3IIk. oil Thio ...... it iI;

a a. .efined

Clb. ClII:CpliomI

Cle. finjshccI

Cl d. naIunI

22. The electncianfiu the watEr heater 111 the mast effigerrJ fJO"ltJ01I. This IIlCIIII! be fiIll it;

Cl a. in !be casicsl posiIion

Cl b. in !be most common posilion

Cl e. in !be bcol pooilion

Cl d. in !be 1easI1ikdy pooilion

23. As the baby graws. It becomes more I1IdependenL This means it:

Cl a. occds .... ancnJion from !be molber

o b. occds ""'"' attmIion from !he molher

o e. iI gl owing fasler th.m you might expect

o d. iI glowing slower th.m you mighl expect

24. The soil qhmrty water. This meam it:

o a. geIll rid of water

Db...... inwater

o e. mixaI with warcr

Cl d. docs DOl mix with walcr
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2. DiIpone

3. Diophwe

4. C<lIIIOMl

S. Contpmjnate

6. Ef!Oct

7._

8._

9. Convert

10. Rato

11.-

12. ...-.

13. SOpo"D

14. SunomuI

IS. Dobydnlo

16._

11. Ptopcwtion

18.~

19. CJ&ua.

2O.1lovioo

21. CIDdo

22. "rinrt

23. hi 1:
24. AIlIad>

21. C 2 !

APPENDIX 3
LIST OF WORDS USED IN THI! lmJDY
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APPENDIX 4

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE COAST

Our Ref. SED/49.1NOL.2133

Th. District Director
Navrongo District
G.E. S.
P. O. Box 56
Navrongo, U. E. R.

RESEARCH VISIT

Date: 31" Oct , 1994

We are introducing the bearer Ngman-Wara Ernest 1. D. N. who is a student of tIJ

Department. He is embarking on a research which will require the paI1icipation of staff in yo

department.

W. would be very grateful ifyou could give him your usual co-operation.

Thank you.

YOIUB faitbfully

(Sgd. Head)
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APPENDIXS

GHANA EDUCATION SERVICE
Diolrict F......... Office

P.O.Bax56
Na>roogo

~ Na.aober. 1994
NEDI201120

LEI IER OF L"TRODl1CTIO~- RESEARCH VISIT

I am imnclncing to you !be bearer Mr. Ngmm-Wan~ T. D. N a ."'d.... of !be Cape

I ,.;n be pL ". d ifyou can gM him your fuIleo:t C<HJjJCI_

(ogd) C A Alirimbey

.. ssjctant DircclDr (Manpower)
for Ag. Dislrict DircclDr'!'a>roogo

1lIE !lEAD OF

1. St.. Mary'l JSS

,.

~

4. AddaJSS

S EoIBIArabOeJSS

6. ..... Abol.y JSS

7 """""'JSS

I KoIiD JSS

10 ICdopJSS

11. """'"" JSS

11. I' 2 ISS

C E to

POBox46
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APPENDIX 7

STIJDENTS' PERCENTAGE INTERPRETATIONS OF THE WORDS USED IN THE STIJDY

"CORRECT
- -

WordTe8ted TestA Testa

Average 29.7 31.2

Displa<:e 41.1 33

Disperoe 25.9 42

Conaerve 36.2 35.8

Contaminate 30.2 32.9

Effect 16.6 25.8 I

E..enIial 40 40.8

Eotimate 20.8 26J

Convert 24.9 28.5

Rate 20.3 28.1

So""'e 36.2 32.6

P>-epare 51~ 29.9

Sepante 472 35.6

Surround 26.5 24

Dehydrate 194 24.2

Function 249 37.2

Propor1ion 19.2 26.8

Sywtem 343 38.8

Oenorate 21.6 42.2

DeW:e 34.8 22.3

Crude 224 39,1

Efficient 18.1 37

IndepondenI 58 277

Ahoorb 27.9 27

eo"""l 19.9 213

Average % ofFJoquency 29.9 31.6
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Appendix 8
Interpretation of science concept-related words by JSS students

80

CIl......
C
Q)
"0 60 "-:J......
CIl.....
0
~

Q)
.0 40
E
:J
Z

20

0'''''-" I ! I ! I ! I !-L I !

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Test Scores

Test A ~males) Test A ~emales) Test 8 ~males) Test 8 ~emales)
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APPENDIX 9
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS' SCORES IN TESTS A AND B

- frequency

Toot A
-

TootB

Moleo %~ femaleo "frequency MaIea % Frequency F....... % Fnoqaeo

0 1 0.17 I 0.22 0 0 0 0

I 4 07 5 1.I I 0.17 1 0.22

2 13 2.27 12 2.64 8 1.4 8 1.76

3 25 4.36 29 637 32 5.58 20 4.4

4 36 6.28 46 10 II 49 8.55 36 791

5 52 9.08 59 12.97 57 995 54 11.87

6 67 11.69 64 14.07 70 12.22 64 1407

7 75 13.09 63 13.85 80 1396 50 10.99

8 83 1449 43 9.45 70 12.22 60 13.19

9 62 10.82 51 11.21 51 89 45 989

10 54 9.42 25 549 33 5.76 27 593

II 28 4.89 19 4.18 30 524 31 681

12 26 4.54 14 308 23 401 21 462

13 15 262 9 1.98 16 2.79 II 242

14 10 1 75 7 1.54 15 262 5 I I

15 4 07 5 I I 7 122 9 1.98

16 10 175 I 022 5 087 5 I I

17 5 0.87 I 022 12 209 3 066

18 2 035 0 0 7 1.21 I 022

19 1 017 0 0 3 0.52 3 066

20 0 0 I 022 3 052 0 0

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 I on
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

23 0 0 0 0 I 017 0 0

T_ 573 100 455 100 573 100 455 100
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Appendix 12
Interpretation of science concept-related words by JSS students
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Appondlx 13
Intorprotatlon of Sclonco Concopt rolatod Words

by Rural JSS Studontn

TEST B
I\(J

...,..,~

• MALE

1.1 FEMALE

.L
o 2 .. • • 10 11 14 1. 1. 10

Soor••

o

•
tJl
LJ
l

I

'"

u.·.,
III

n
I·.</I

tlD

:10

'IJ 'ltJ

""

.MAI[

I J f I MALI'

TEST A

o1_11..lU.I:·.I,I _
o 2 4 • • 10 12 14 1. 1. 20

Soor••
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APPENDIX 14
FREQUENCY DlSlRIBUfiON OF URBAN JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STIJDENl'

SCORES IN TEST A AND B- FieqU"Yy

TeotA
.

TeotB- " fieqnenry Femoleo .. FRqU<IICY - "Frequmcy Femoleo ..F_

0 0 0 I 0.34 0 0 0 0

I 0 0 4 l.)7 0 0 0 0

2 S 2.45 5 1.71 5 153 5 1.71

3 13 3.99 9 3.07 18 552 II 3,'15

4 I7 5.21 27 922 31 95 20 6.83

5 26 7.98 35 11.95 33 10.12 26 887

6 43 13.19 37 12.63 41 1258 40 1365

7 41 125S 43 14.68 39 1196 31 10.58

8 47 14.42 r 9!1 38 11.66 46 15 7

9 40 12_27 39 13.31 34 10.43 29 99

10 34 10,43 16 54S 15 46 14 478

II 17 521 P 58 18 5.52 19 648

12 13 3.99 10 341 16 4.91 16 546

13 9 2.76 8 273 10 307 9 3.07

14 7 2.15 - 2.39 9 276 5 1.71

15 2 0.61 5 171 3 092 9 3.07

16 4 123 I 0.)4 3 0.92 5 1.71

17 2 0.61 I 0.34 52 153 3 1.02

IS 2 0.61 0 0 5 153 I 0.34

19 I 031 0 0 2 061 3 102

20 0 0 I 0.34 0 0 0 0

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0.34

22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

23 0 0 0 0 I 0.31 0 0

T_ 326 100 293 100 326 100 293 100

119



Appendix 15
Students' Correct Interpretation of Science Concept-related Words (Urban JSS)
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Appendix 17

Students' Correct Interpretation of Science Concept-related Words (Urban JSS)
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